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ABSTRACT

• This study was performed to evaluate the potential for transport of

nickel radioisotopes from the Hanford Site 218-E-12B Burial Groundto the

• surrounding surface- andgroundwater. Burial of large metal components

containing nickel-bearing alloys at this location mayeventually result in

release of elemental nickel and nickel radioisotopes (SgNiand S3Ni) to the

subsurface environment, including groundwater aquifers that maybe used for
domestic and agricultural purposes in the future, and, ultimately, to the
Columbia River.

The rate at which nickel could be transported to downgradieqt locations

dependson a complexset of factors, including climate, soil andgroundwater

chemistry, and the geologic and hydrologic configuration of the subsurface

region between the burial ground and a potential receptor location. The .:

geologic structure of the sedimentary formation in this area was investigated

usingavailablepublishedinformation,by observingthe wallsof the excavated

burialtrench,and by examiningboreholecuttingstakenin the region. Phys-

ical,hydraulic,andgeochemicalpropertiesof the sedimentarydepositswere

determinedby laboratoryanalysisof samplestakenfromthe trenchwallsand

a limitednumberof samplesfromboreholecuttings.Releaseof nickel

compoundsto the subsurfaceenvironmentwas basedon eitherthe corrosion

ratesof nickelalloysin the componentsor the solubilitylimitsfor the

resultingnickelcorrosionproductsin Hanfordgroundwater.The corrosion

ratesfor nickelalloysweretakenfrompublishedliterature,and the

solubilityof nickelcompoundswas determinedin laboratorystudies.

The groundwatertransportanalysiswas conductedusinga one-dimensional

screeningmodelwith a relativelyconservativematrixof parametersobtained

fromthe hydrogeologicand geochemicalstudies. The predictedpeakconcen-

trationsof nickelin the unconfinedaquiferrangedfrom 1.gx 10"Isto

2.0 pCi/LSgNiand 3.1 x 10-4to 5.1 x 10-2mcj/Ltotalelementalnickel,

.o dependingon assumptionsaboutthe numberof componentsburiedat the site,

the climate,and the receptorlocation.The estimatedtransferof nickelto

." the ColumbiaRiverwas less than1.3 x 107 pCi/yrfor 5SNiand 2.2 kg/yrfor
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elemental nickel in all cases, resulting in surface-water concentrations that

were below 1.3 x 10.7 pCi/L sgNior 2.2 x 10.8 mg/L elemental nickel. The

times predicted for peak nickel concentrations in the unconfined aquifer and
J

the river ranged from 68,000 to over 4 million years. Becauseof its short
radiological half-life relative to the transport times, B3Niwouldnot be

present at measurableconcentrations in the aquifer beneath the burial ground

or at downgradient locations.

The maximumdose to an individual using well water from the aquifer to

operate a family farm was estimated to be 0.00! mrem/yr or lower, and the
lO,O00-year collective dose to the downriver population would be less than

5.3 x 10-4 person-rem in all cases. The collective dose from S9Nientering

the ColumbiaRiver wouldbe substantially lower than the dose expected to

result in a single cancer fatality (2000 person-rein) over the lO,O00-year

period. For perspective, natural backgroundradiation would result in a dose

of approximately 9 billion person-rem to the estimated 3 million people living

along the river over a period of lO,O00years
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

• An assessment was performed to evaluate release and transport of nickel

from large metal components containing nickel-bearing alloys at the Hanford

• Site 218-E-12B Burial Ground. The potential for ntckel within the components

to enter groundwater under the burtal site was investigated by examining

available data on the site's geology, geochemistry, and geohydrology to

develop a conceptual model for release and transport of ntckel from the

components. In addition, laboratory studies were performed to provide infor-

mation needed for the model, but which was not available from existing data-

bases. Estimates of future concentrations of ntckel radioisotopes (59Ni and

63N1) and total elemental ntckel in the unconfined aquifer and in the Columbla

River were developed based on thts information.

The geological strata underlying the burial ground form a sedimentary

deposit knownas the Hartford formation, a heterogeneous structure that

contains layers ranging from fine-grained sand, clay, and stlt to gravel

and boulders. Beneath the Hanford formation is an extensive, relatively

Impermeable basalt formation that constitutes the bottom of the unconfined

aquifer. Water is assumedto percolate downwardthrough the burial site and

the underlying layers of sedimentary deposits until it encounters the uncon-

fined aquifer approximately 61 m (200 ft) below the surface. After the tnftl-

trattng water reaches the unconfined aquifer, it is transported by groundwater

flow within the aquifer, which eventually discharges to the Columbia River.

The physical and hydraulic properties of sot1 determine the rate at

which rainwater on the surface is transported downwardtoward the unconfined

aquifer, and they also Influence the rates of competing processes such as

evaporation and transpiration by plants. The characteristics of the Hanford

formation beneath the burial site were investigated using a number of extsting

resources, and by sampltng soil from the excavated faces of the burtal pit.

Strata in the faces of the pit were mapped, and drtlling logs from boreholes

.' and wells adjacent to the burial site were used to mapSot1 in the strata

between the floor of the pit and the basalt formation. Soil samples collected

." at the burial pit and a limited number of samples from borehole cuttings were



tested to determinetheir physical and hydraulicproperties,includinggrain

size distribution,moisture content, porosity,permeability,and bulk density•

The results of these tests were then used to predictthe propertiesof similar

formationsin the deeper strata,and ultimatelythe travel time required for •

water to reach the unconfinedaquifer•

The chemistryof soil and groundwateralso play an importantrole in

predictingtransportof nickel from the burial site. The release rate of

nickel from the metal componentsdepends largelyupon the corrosionrates of

nickel alloys in the components,the solubilityof secondarynickelcorrosion

products in groundwater,and the total quantityof water percolatingthrough

the soil surroundingthe components. After dissolution,transportof nickel

from the burial ground to the aquiferbelow would be stronglyinfluencedby

the abilityof the soil column to adsorb and retain it• The extent to which

dissolvednickel could be adsorbedonto soil particlesis a relativelycomplex

functionof the subsurfacewater and soil chemistry,and of the propertiesof

the nickel speciesin solution. For this evaluation,soil samplesfrom the

burial site were analyzedto determinetheir chemical and mineralogicalmake-

up. The chemistryof groundwaterin the vicinitywas assumedto be consistent

with samplestaken at onsite monitoringwells.

Releaseof nickel from the componentsto the subsurface environment

dependson the relativerates of corrosionof the nickel-bearingalloys and

dissolutionof the resultingcorrosionproducts. The primarynickel-bearing

alloys in the componentsare HY-80, Type 304 stainlesssteel, and Inconel

Alloy 600. For nickel alloys that have very low corrosionrates in the sub-

surfaceenvironment,the corrosionrate would limit nickel release, and dis-

solutionof any corrosionproductswas assumedto take place more rapidlythan

their formation. Corrosionrates for the more resistantalloys in the buried

components--Type304 stainlessand Inconel600--wereestimatedbased on a

literaturesearch and extrapolatedto conditionsat the Hanford Site. The

corrosionrate for Type 304 stainlesssteel at Hanfordwas estimatedto be

less than 0.02 mg/dm2-yr,and the correspondingcorrosionrate for Inconel600
l

was assumedto be 70% of that for 304 stainlessbased on their relative

corrosionrates in sea water.
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For the less corrosion-resistant nickel-bearing alloy, HY-80 steel,
release of ntckel to the subsurface environmentwould be controlled by

. dissolution of the corrosion products, becausethe corrosion products form

more rapidly than they can be transported away by infiltrating groundwater.

. The solubility of nickel (as nickel hydroxide, the most probable corrosion

product) was predicted to be 2 mg/Lbasedon laboratory studtes tn an aqueous

solutton that simulated the compositionof Hanford groundwater. For the

transport modeling, it was assumedthat all water leaching through the area

occuptedby the butted componentswould dtssolve ntckel corrosion products up
to the saturation limit.

Oncedissolved, nickel would also be removedfrom groundwater by adsorp-

tion onto the soil through which the solution passes. Adsorption of nickel

onto soil from the burial site was investigated using two methods. In batch

adsorption tests, measuredquantities of soil were placed into contact with

nickel solution of knownconcentration for a variable length of time, and the
distribution coefficient wasdetermined from the relative amountsof nickel

remaining In solution and adsorbedto the soil at the end of the contact

period. Adsorption was also measuredin a dynamicflow-through columntest
systemto moreaccurately stmu'late actual conditions at the burial site and to

confirm the results of batch tests. Basedon the results of batch experi-
ments, the nickel distribution coefficients were used to mode]a Freundltch

adsorption isotherm for incorporation into the transport analysis.

Becausea substantial quantity of lead ts present tn the components,

the potential for lead leaching from the componentsto tie up adsorption sites
in the soil and interfere with adsorption of nickel was investigated. This

possibility was considered becausereduced adsorption of nickel tn the soil

would result in accelerated transport to downgradientgroundwater locations.

In order to determine the extent of any interaction betweennickel and lead

in the Hanford soil andgroundwater system, additional batch adsorption

experiments for nickel were conducted in the presence of dissolved lead at
.' concentrationsnearthe lead solubilitylimit. The distributioncoefficients

for nickelin theseexperimentswerevirtuallyidenticalto thosefrom

: experiments in which lead was not present, and it was concluded that lead in
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the componentswould not be 11kely to affect ntckel transport in this geologic
system.

In this assessment, transport modeling for nickel utilized data on soil

properties, the predicted release rates of ntckel from alloys in the buried

components,and estimates for adsorption of nickel under the geochemical

conditions at the burial site as described previously. The calculations also

included source terms consisting of a single buried componentor an array of

120 units. Hodeltng of water flow from the burtal site through the vadose

zone to the unconfined aquifer included scenarios for three different recharge

rates, each of which was coupled to a flow model for the unconfined aquifer

appropriate to that case. A recharge rate of 0.1 cm/yr through the vadose

zone was used to represent a situation in which the burial site might be
protected by an engineered barrier; a recharge rate of 0.5 cm/yr wasused to

modelan unprotected burial site under arid climatic conditions such as those

that currently exist; and a recharge rate of 6.0 cm/yr was used to evaluate

the potential effect of a morehumidclimate on nickel transport from an
unprotected burial site in the future.

The concentration of nickel in the unconfined aquifer was evaluated at

two downgradient locations, 100 m and 5000 m from the burial site, and the

quantity of nickel entering the ColumbiaRiver annually was also estimated.

A distance 100 m downgradient from the burialground represents the presumed

boundaryof the disposal site when institutional control is no longer main-

tained (DOE1990). The 5000-mdistance represents the location of the family

farm for an exposure scenario that has been evaluated in previous analyses
(DOE1987; 1989).

The predicted peak concentrations of nickel in the unconfined aquifer

for a single componentburied at the disposal site ranged from 1.9 x 10"z6to
0.36 pCi/L SgNiand 3.1 x lO"4 to 0.0092 mg/L total elemental nickel; those

for an array of 120 componentswere between1.8 x 10"zs and2.0 pCi/L SgNi

and 0.0017 to 0o051 mg/L elemental nickel, dependingon the assumedrecharge
rate and receptor location. In all cases, the estimated transfer of nickel 4

to the ColumbiaRiver was less than 1.3 x 107pCt/yr SgNiand 2.2 kg/yr
elemental nickel resulting in surface-water concentrations that were below o
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1.3 x ]0 .7 pCt/L SgNi or 2.2 x ]0.8 mg/L total elemental ntckel. The times

required to reach peak nickel concentrations tn the unconfined aquifer and the

. river ranged from 68,000 to over 4 million years. Nickel-63 would also be

present In the components Inltlally. However, It has a comparatively short

• radiological half-life (100 yr) relative to the predicted transport times, and

" tt would not be found at detectable concentrations in the aquifer beneath the

burial ground or at more distant downgradtent locations.

The combination of the O.]-cm/yr recharge rate and a single component

source term resulted tn the lowest groundwater concentrations, whereas a high

recharge rate with the 120 component array produced the highest

concentrations. The ttme required for nickel to reach the unconfined aquifer

was 68,000 years or more after disposal. These times are comparable to the

period over which the burtal site's current geological and hydrological con-

figuration ts expected to be altered substantially by global climate changes

and other geohydrological processes.

The potential radiation dose from nickel isotopes was estimated for

maximally exposed individuals (HI) using well water 100 m and 5000 m down-

gradient from the disposal site, and for an individual who uses river water

downstream from the groundwater entry point. A potential collective dose over

ten thousand years was also determined for the downstream population that

might use river water for domestic purposes, recreation, and irrigation. The

HI exposure was evaluated using a family farm scenario, tn which the indi-

vidual was assumedto use well water for domestic purposes as well as for

irrigation of a 2-hectare farm. The individual was assumedto produce 100"/,of

his vegetables and antmal products on the fan", and to spend half time outside

exposed to external irradiation from radionuclides deposited on thesoil. A

scenario was also evaluated for a person who uses river water for drinking,

whose dtet consists of food produced on land irrigated wtth river water, who

eats fish caught in the river, and who uses the river for recreational

purposes.

• In evaluating the collective dose from river use, the future population
was assumedto drink water from the river and to obtain food from local

o sources that use river water for irrigation. The population was assumedto
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remain at an equilibrium level of 3 million people over the 10,000 years of

the analysts. The analysis was conducted for an exposure beginning at the

time of peak 59Ni concentration in the river and assumedthat the concen-

tration remained constant throughout the lO,O00-year period.

The potential annual dose to the fl! using a well either 100 m or 5000 m

downgradtent from the burial site was less than 0.001 mrem/yr from all

pathways. Consumption of drinking water accounts for no more than

3 x 10-4 mrem/yr of the total. The dose to an individual using river water

was less than 2 x 10"l° mrem/yr, and the collective population dose over

10,000 years was less than 5.3 x 10-4 person-rem.

The"potential annual dose to the HI on a family farm can be compared to

the dose received by an individual in the local area from natural background

radiation today, which results in an annual per capita effective dose equiva-

lent of about 300 mrem/yr (NCRP1987). Therefore, the maximumdose to a

hypothetical individual from SSNtdisposed at the burial ground is a small

fraction of the natural background dose. ::
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1•0 INTRODUCTION

• This study was performed at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (d) to estimate

" the quantities of nickel radioisotopes that may be released to groundwater

following the permanent disposal of large carbon steel components containing

• nickel alloys and le_d at the Hanford Site 218-E-12B Burial Grount. Previous

analyses for shallow waste disposal sites at Hanford (U.S. Department of

Energy [DOE] 1987) indicated that use of groundwater from a downgradtent well

to maintain a two-hectare family farm resulted in the maximumindividual

exposure to radionuclides.

Estimates of nickel migration in groundwater required information con-

cerning the geologic structure underlying the burial trench, the geochemical

properties of the sotl/grouqdwater system, and the physical-hydraulic proper-

ties of the site. This study was divided into four technical tasks as
• follows:

• characterization of the geologic structure and physical-hydraulic
properties of soil strata underlying the burial site

• characterization of the geochemical system for release and migration
of nickel from the disposal _ite, including potential competitive
effects of lead on soil adsorption of ntckel

• modeling of water flow and nickel migration in soils and groundwater
to determine future concentrations in surface- and groundwater at
downgradient locations

• modeling radiation dose to individuals and populations that may use
contaminated surface and groundwater for domestic, agricultural, and
recreational purposes in the future•

Information needed to perform the assessment was obtained from existing

literature and databases where possible, and laboratorystudies were conducted

to provide data that were not available from other sources• Methods used to

obtain necessary data and the results of the transport analysis are described

in the following sections.

. (a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy
by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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2.0 THESTRATIGRAPHY.GEOHYDROLOGICPROPERTIES.ANDSUBSURFACEFLOW _

CONCEPTUAL3OD_LOFTHEGEOHYDROLOGICSYSTEHUNDERLYINGTHE

• 218-E-lZB B_RIALGROUND

This section of the report describes the geologic and hydrologic char-
' actertsttcs of the 218-E-12B Burial Ground, which is located in the 200-East

area of the Hanford Site (Figure 2.1). In general, the geology of the area

consists of sedimentary deposits of varying thickness, knownas the Hanford

formation, overlying a relatively impermeablebasalt or c!ay formation. The

suprabasalt geohydrology in the vicintty of the burial ground consists of
unsaturated and saturated flow within the unconsolidated sediments of the

Hanford formation. In general, the Hanford formation in the vicinity of the

burial ground is characterized by a relatively thick (up to 100 m) unsaturated

zone andthin (0 to tens of meters) saturated zone. The general stratigraphy

of the area is discussed in this section, followed by a description of an

existing conceptual modelfor the movementof water through this geohydrologic

system. A more detailed description of the burial groundgeology is presented
in AppendixA of RhoadseL at. (1992).

Z.Z STRATIGRAPHY

Three principal stratigraphic units are present beneath the 218-E-12B

Burial Ground(from oldest to youngest): 1) the Miocene Columbia River

basalt, interbedded with 2) sedimentary deposits of the Ellensbur9 Formation,

and 3) the glaciofluvial Hanford formation (Last et al. 1989). The Hanford

formation (informal name)makesup the vadosezone and the unconfined aquifer
directly beneath the 218-E-12B Burial Ground. The Hanford formation is the

principal post-basalt sedimentary un!t beneath the burial ground, where it
averages about 61 m in thickness (Figure 2.2). The Hanford formation was

deposited during periods of cataclysmic flooding, which occurred intermit-

tently during the last ice age (Pleistocene Epoch). The last flood event took

place approximately 13,000 years ago (Hullineaux et al. 1978).
i
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The Hanford formation is dtvtded tnto three sedtment types, principally

on the basts of texture: 1) gravel-dominated, 2) sand-dominated, and

3) silt-dominated (Figure 2.2). Although all three sediment types are present

within the 218-E-12B Burtal Ground, the gravel-dominated sediments predomt-,

hate. Heterogeneity amongthese sediment types within the Hanford formattor,

occurs at such a scale that strata identified tn on_ borehole often cannot be

correlated to those in adjacent boreholes; this is partially a result of the

complex history of flooding in the area (Last et al. 1989).

2.2 PHYSICALPROPERTIESOF THE HANFORDFORMATION

Representative data for physical properties of the Hanford formation

components are currently limited. Somelimitations of physical property data

tnclude 1) a btas tn favor of the finer-grained sediments (e.g., sand, silt,

and clay) because representative samples of coarse-grained sediments are

difficult to collect and measure and 2) phystcal properties that may be

significantly altered during sampltng (e.g., denstty increases and hydraulic

conductivity decreases due to compaction durtng cortng). For these reasons,

in sttu, field-tested measurements of physical properties are believed to be

more representative than those obtained tn the laboratory, although in

practice they may be difficult to obtatn. Additionally, samples collected

from outcrops are more likely to reflect in situ conditions than are borehole

samples. The geologtc characteristics of the Hanford formation beneath the

burial site were determined from previous studtes of these soils, as well as

from samples taken for this study from the faces of the burtal ptt and nearby

boreholes. Where good fteld data were available tn the literature, they were

used for thts assessment, in the absence of such information, the Study

employed data from laboratory analyses of collected samples. The physical

and hydraulic properties of Hanford sediments are sumartzed in Table 2.1.

The physical properties of the Hanford formation vaw depending on sedi-

ment type and depth below ground surface. Sediments at greater depth have

lower hydraulic conductivities and porosities, and higher densities because of

diagenettc effects such as compaction and recwstalltzatton. Gravel-dominated

sediments tend to have htgher saturated hydraulic conducttvtttes and densities
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TABLE2.1. PhysicalandHydraulicPropertiesofHanfordFormationSedimentsinthe
Vicinityof the218-E-12BBurialGround

VADOSEZONESEDIHENTS SATURATEDZONE
SEDIHENTS

PROPERTY St 1t -Domtnated Sand-Dotalnated Gravel -Domtnated Undtfferentt ated

Saturated Hydraultc
Conducttvtty (m/day)

• Laboratory Tested 0.15-4.05 (a) 1.0-9.4(a) 3-95(b) 9-25 (b) Not Available0.3-30 (a)

• Field Tested Not Available Not Available Not Available Not Available 25(c) ,.,450-27.500t,°J
600-3050LeJ

Unsaturated Hydraul t c Not Avat 1able Not Avat labl • Not Avat 1abl • Not Appltcable Not k4)pltcabl •
Conducttvt ty (m/day)

Density (g/cm3) 1.4-1.6 (a) 1.3-1.7 (a) 1.8-2.0 (a) Got Applt cable 1.8-2.0 (a)

.r_ Total Porosity 0.3-0.5 (a) O.3-0.5 (a) O.2-0.4 (a) Not Appl t cable O.2-0.4 (a)

m Effective Porosity Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicab]e 0.I (f)

NOtsture (wtZ) 5_30(a) 1-5 (a) 1-5 (a) Not Applt cabl • Not Avat1abl •

Notsture (vol.X). Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 20-30
(saturated)

Percent Gravel 0 0-60 60-100 Not Applicable (g)

Percent Sand 0-50 50-100 0-60 Not Applt cabl • (g)

Percent St It 50-100 0-50 0-20 Not Applt cable (g)

Percent Cla)f 0-10 0-5 0-5 Not Appltcable (g)

Sources: (a) Laboratory re.suits obtained for this project
(b) BJornstad (1990)
(c) Borghese et al. (1990)
(d) Last et al. (1989)
(e) Grahamet al. (1981)
(f) Bterschenk (1959)
(g) Values used are assumedto be the same as those for gravel-dominated sediments in the vadose zone.



(1.8 to 2.0 g/cm3), as well as lower total porosity (0.2 to 0.4) and motsture

(1 to 5 wt%) compared wtth fine-grained sediments. The gravel-dominated sedi-

ments are usually more poorly sorted and dtsplay characteristic large-scale

foreset beddtng, wtth dtps up to 30 degrees from horizontal. Maxtmumclast

stze ranges from pebbles to boulders greater than 1 m tn diameter. Gravel-

dominated sediments often grade upward tnto sand- and silt-dominated sedi-

ments. The sand-dominated sediments are intermediate tn most properties

between gravel-dominated and silt-dominated sediments (Table 2.1), and are

better sorted than the gravel-dominated sediments. Structurally, the sand-

dominated sediments display planar, subhortzontal laminations ranging from a

few millimeters (mm) to centimeters (cm) in thickness.

Silt-dominated sediments (predominantly silt- to ftne sand-sized

particles) have relatively low saturated hydraulic conducttvfties (0.15 to

4.05 m/day) and densities (1.4 to 1.6 g/cm3). Silt-dominated sediments

composea relatively small proportion of the Hanford formation within the

218-E-12B Burial Ground. However, they are significant because they tend to

concentrate and control vadose-zone transport of moisture as a result of their

htgher motsture retention capacity (up to 30 wt%). Two thin (a few feet or

less) silt-dominated beds are present in the upper 15 m (50 ft) of the exposed

faces at the 218-E-12B Burtal Ground (Figure 2.2). Additional silt beds may

be present at depths below 15 m, but they are difficult to identify from

drtlltng logs because of their 11mtted thickness and higher densities that

result from compaction at these depths.

2.3 HYDROLOGY

Groundwater in the vicinity of the 218-E-12B Burial Ground occurs

under both unconfined and conftned conditions. In this report, the term

"groundwater" refers to any moisture in soil below the surfacezone where

evaporation and transpiration by plants can occur. The focus of this report,

however, is on the vadose zone (the unsaturated sediments between the sotl

surface and the water table) and the unconfined aquifer (the uppermost

saturated zone bounded by the vadose zone above and a relatively impermeable

confining layer below, see Figure 2.2). Groundwater at the Hanford Site also
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exists under conftned conditions (bounded above and below by relatively
• ,

' impermeable rock or soil layers); however, the communication of the confined

. aquifers with infiltrating moisture from the soil surface is relatively

" limtted compared wtth that tn the unconfined aquifer.

' The unconfined aqutfer occurs within the Hanford fomatton, and is
t

generally s 3 m thick in the vtctntty of the burtal ground under current

conditions. Columbia River basalt fores a relatively tmper_able confining

layer beneath the Hanford formation. Potnt measurements of the saturated

thickness of the unconfined aqutfer beneath the 218-E-12B Burial Ground range

from s 0.6 to 1.3 m. However, the unconfined aquifer is thicker both north

and south of the burial ground. Aquifer tests wtthtn gravel-dominated sedi-

ments of the Hanford formation indicated that saturated hydrau]tc conductiv-

ittes in these Hanford soils ranged from 25 to 27,500 m/day (Table 2.1).

The highest hydraulic conductivity values measured at the Hanford Stte were

associated wtth matrix-depleted bou]dery gravels, which are generally not

present beneath the 218-E-12B Burtal Ground. In contrast, the saturated

hydraulic conductivity of basalt underlying the unconfined aquifer is less

than 1 m/day tn the horizontal direction and 3 x 10"s m/day in the verttcal

direction (Lum et al. 1990).

To the south of the 200-West and 200-East Areas, the regtonal ground-

water flow in the unconfined aquifer is currently from west to east. The

groundwater flow direction in this area is controlled primarily by recharge

from the Cold Creek and Dry Creek drainages (located to the southwest of the

Site), by the artificial recharge moundassociated with B Pond, and by the

Columbta River. The B Pond conststs of a sertes of unltned, interconnected

waste water disposal ponds that receive effluent from the 200-East Area.

Oischarges to B Pondwill be discontinued as activities at the Hanford Si_e

shift to emphasize cleanup; therefore, the present conditions reflecting

B Pond operation are not expected to persist. Based on the Oecember 1987

water table shown in Figure Z.3, groundwater in the vtctntty of the 218-E-12B

.' Burtal Ground is moving from B Pond toward the west, turning north through the

gap between Gable Butte and Gable Mountain. Although this general flow

. pattern would be expected to persist over the near future, the exact level of
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the water table ts subject to short-term fluctuations caused by seasonal

variations tn precipitation and changes |n stte operations (Woodruff and Hanf

1992).

For thts assessment, two cases of regional groundwater flow tn the

unconfined aquifer have been simulated assumtng the absence of B-Pond
e

recharge--one representing artd c11mate conditions (0.5 cm/yr recharge) and

another Illustrating potentially more humid c11mate conditions (5 cm/yr

recharge). Water table contours for these two cases are shown tn Ftgures 2.4

and 2.5. A conceptual model describing the unconfined aqutfer beneath the

200-East Area under these conditions ts discussed in a subsequent sectton of

thts documentand in Jacobson and Freshley (1990).
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3.0 GEOCHEMISTRYOF.NICKEL XN SOIL/GROUNDWATERSYSTEMS

AT THE HANFORDSITE

" Thts portion of the study investigated the solubility and adsorption
characteristics of ntcke] tn Hanford sediments that extst at the burta] stte.

' Possible competitive effects of other materials tn the componentson sot]

adsorption of ntcke] were also investigated as part of the study. This was

considered because the presence of other metals could reduce adsorption of

nickel in the soil column and thereby accelerate its transport to downgradient

groundwater locations. Iron and chromium (as steel alloys) and lead metal are

also significant constituents tn the components, and of the three only lead is

sufficiently soluble tn a chemtca] form that could compete wtth ntcke] for

sot] adsorption sttes. Therefore, this investigation included experiments to

determine whether lead might influence adsorption of nickel in Hanford sedi-

ments. Estimates of nickel release rates from the buried components, and

removal by geochemical processes as it moveswith soil water through the

subsurface, depend upon corrosion rates for the various alloys in the compon-

ents, the chemical form of released metals, their mobility, and their probable

interactions wtth aqueous geochemistw and sedtment mineralogy beneath the
site.

As part of this task, a literature search and geochemical modeling using

the MINTEQA2computer code were performed to determine solubility constraints

for nickel compoundsin Hanford groundwater. A set of laboratory experiments

was also conducted to determine the selubility of nickel compoundsin Hanford

groundwater and toverify the accuracy of the MINTEQA2solubility calculations

for subsurface conditions at the burial ground. Batch adsorption studies were

conducted to determine the distribution coefficients (Rd) for nickel on
Hanford sediments, as well as to investigate potential competitive effects of

lead on nickel adsorption. Flow-through column experiments were performed to

confirm the results of the batch experiments.

P
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3.1 NETHODFORDETERMININGNICKELSOLUBILITYANDNICKELALLOYCORROSIONRATES
i

Nickel and lead will be present in the burial ground as nickel-bearing
alloys and solid lead metal, respectively. Groundwatertransport predictions

requireknowledgeof the rate at whichthemetalsleachintosolutionas well

as theirsoiladsorptionpropertiesas discussedin the followingsections.

For thisanalysis,leachingof nickelfromthemetalcomponentswouldresult

fromcorrosionof the metalalloysand subsequentdissolutionof the corrosion

productsin subsurfacewater. Becausethereare severalnickel-bearingalloys

in the components,eitherprocess(corrosionor dissolution)couldcontrolthe

amountof nickelreleasedto the subsurfaceenvironmentdependingon the

relativecorrosionratesof the alloysand the solubilityof the resulting

corrosionproducts.The primarynickel-bearlngalloysin the components

includeHY-80steel,Type304 stainlesssteel,and InconelAlloy600. Estim-

atesfor corrosionratesof thesealloyswere obtainedfroma literature

search,the resultsof whichare reportedby Jenkins(1993).

Type304 stainlesssteeland InconelAlloy600 wouldbe expectedto

resistcorrosion,becausethesealloysformsurfacefilmsthatare generally

protectiveunderconditionstypicalof thosefoundin the Hanfordsubsurface

environment.Basedon the literaturereview,the corrosionratefor Type 304

stainlesssteelwas estimatedto be lessthan0.02mg/dm2-yr.This upper-end

corrosionratewas usedto boundnickelreleasesin this analysis.The

corrosionrateof Inconel600was assumedto be 70% of thatfor 304 stainless

steel(0.0]mg/dm2-yrwhenroundedto I significantfigureformodeling).For

thesealloys,the corrosionratewas assumedto controlnickelrelease,and

dissolutionof corrosionproductswas assumedto occurimmediatelyaftertheir
formation.

In the caseof HY-80,whichformsa relativelynonprotectivecorrosion

layer,the corrosionrate in the burialgroundenvironmentwas estimatedto be

lessthan 70 mg/dm2-yr.Fhe upper-endcorrosionrate for HY-80was substanti-

allyhigherthan for the otheralloys. Becauseof itshighercorrosionrate

in soil,releaseof nickelfromthe HY-80corrosionproductswas assumedto be

controlledby a thermodynamicsolubilityprocess. That is, it was assumed

thatrechargewaterpercolatingthroughthe burialgroundwouldcontactthe
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buried componentsand Immediately dtssolve enoughcorrosion product to achieve
equilibrium with the ntckel compoundsthat would be thermodynamically stable

under ambient conditions. This approachignored any kinetic and masstransfer

' hindrances to dissolution that are ltkely to lower the concentration of nickel

tn leachate from the buried componentsand, therefore, provides a theoretical
t

upper bound for the flux of nickel into groundwater.

The solubility of ntckel in Hartford groundwaterwas estimated in labora-

tory experiments where nickel compoundswere equilibrated in a simulated

Hanford groundwatersolution. The results of the laboratory analyses were

confirmed with MINTEQA2version 3.0 (Allison, Brown,and Novo-Gradac1991),

an updated version of the MINTEQgeochemicalequilibrium code (Felmy et al.

1984). The composition of groundwaterused in the MINTEQA2calculations and

the laboratory experiments was basedon analysts of water taken from well
6-S3-2S, the results of which are listed in Table 3.1. This well is located

on the Hartford Site, approximately 17 km from the 200 East Area, where the

unconfined aquifer is relatively uncontaminatedby ltquid discharges from

operating facilities. Basedon the well water analysts shownin Table 3.1 and

assumingequilibrium with the soltd phasesof plausible nickel compounds,the

MINTEQA2codewas used to calculate equilibrium solutton concentrations for

these compounds.

The MINTEQA2modelingand the resultsof earlierlaboratoryexperiments

(Mattigod,Rai,and Felmy,in press)(a)indicatedthatthe thermodynamically

stablenickelcompoundsin Hanfordgroundwatercouldbe eitherhydroxidesor

carbonates.Basedon this information,additionallaboratorystudieswere

conductedto determinethe solubilityof nickelin Hanfordgroundwaterfor

bothof thesecompounds.The solubilityof nickelin Hanfordgroundwaterwas

evaluatedby measuringthe concentrationsof nickelin equilibriumwithnickel

hydroxide[Ni(OH)3] and nickelcarbonate[Ni3CO3(OH)3].Threesampleseach of

nickelhydroxideand nickelcarbonatewereequilibratedwithHanfordground-

water. About300 mg of solidswere equilibratedwith30 ml of groundwaterin

o

. (a) Mattigod,S. V., D. Rai,andA. R. Felmy. In press. "HydrolysisConstant
forNi(2)andtheSolubilityProductof CystallineNi(OH)2."J. Soln.Chem.
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_J_,__.l. Chemical Composition of Hanford Groundwater(a) (Well 6-S3-25)
used for Input to the MINTEQA2Computer Code for Determination
of Solubility for Nickel Compounds

Range In Composition
..... Analyses Sample Used (4/90)(1985-1990)

Bulk Chemtstry:

pH 8.14 7.82 - 8.47
Eh(mv) 309 283 - 385

Cations (meq/L) (b) 5.29 4.9 - 5.4
Anions (meq/L) 4.60 4.6 - 6.1

Individual Constituents: Concentration, mg/L

A1 <0.03 <0.03 - 0.064
B 0.1 0.02 - 0.10
Ba 0.08 0.04 - 0.08
Ca 48.8 48.8 - 58.8
Cd <0.004 <0.004
Cr <0.020 <0.02 - 0.034
Cu <0.004 <0.004
Fe <0.005 <0.005 - 0.008
K 9.9 4.9 _ 9.9
Li <0.004 <0.004
fig 14.6 13.2 - 14.6
Mn <0.002 <0.002 - 0.13
Na 32.1 23.8 - 32.1
P <0.1 <0.1
Pb <0.06 <0.06
St 16.4 14.6 - 16.4
Sr 0.25 0.23 - 0.25
Zn <0.02 <0.02 - 0.08

F]uoride 0.5 <0.5 - 0.7
Chloride 27 21. - 27.
Nitrite <0.3 <0.3
Nitrate <0.5 <0.5
Phosphate <0.4 <3.
Sulfate 75 63. - 92.

Total Alkalinity (as CO_') 67.5 67.5 - 92.4
Total Organtc Carbon 1 0.3 - 1.7

(a) From: Serne, R. J., V. L. LeGore,C. W. Lindenmeier,J. A.
Cambell, and J. L. Conca. ]991. Proqresson Task P Performance
AssessmentSUDDort in.the Solid Waste Technoloqysupport Project.
PacificNorthwestLaboratory,Richland,Washington.

(b) One equivalent(eq) equals the gram-atomicmass of a given cation
divided by its ionic charge.

|
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a 50 ml centrifuge tube by shaking at room temperature. Aqueous samples were

withdrawn at 14, 28, 50, and 123 days and ftltered wtth O.O018-pm membrane

cones. The equilibrium concentrations of nickel tn samples from the experi-

' ments were determined ustng Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry

(ICP-HS).

3.2 DESCRIPTIONOF ADSORPTIONEXPERIHENTS

The followlngsectlonsdescribe proceduresused to preparesol] samples

for laboratoryanalysesand to conduct adsorptlonstudies. Batch tests were

performedto providedata for transportmodeling, and a flow-throughcolumn

test was conductedto confirmthe resultsof batch tests.

3.2.1 Preoaratlon and Analysis of Hanford Sediment Samoles

Approximately 45 kg of sediment representative of the most commonmate-

rtal tn the ptt wall strata were collected near the base of the burtal trench.

Thts matertal wetghed 43 kg after atr drying, and 29 kg of finer sotl rematned

after screening out the coarser (>2 ram)material. The 14 kg of coarse gravel
was discarded and the "fine" material was used tn all further Characterization

and laboratory studies to determine the geochemical fate of nickel. The

"fines" tncluded sand, silt, and clay, whtch were thoroughly mixed prtor to

characterization and laboratory studies. The silt and clay size fractions

of the "ftnes" were characterized ustng X-ray diffraction (XRD) to detemine

thetr mineralogy. Analyses for calcium carbonate content, total cation

exchange capacity, organtc carbon, and parttcle stze were also performed.

3.2.2 Batch Adporptiop Tests

The primary metals of interest tn this study were nickel (Including the

radioisotopes SSNiand B3Ni) and lead. The distribution coefficients (Rd) for

nickel were measured both in the absence and presence of lead ustng batch

adsorption tests, and the batch Rd values were corroborated using flow-through
column tests. The experimental details for performing both batch and column

adsorption tests are described in Relyea et al. (1980), Relyea (1982), ande

Serne and Relyea (1983). The spectfic experiments performed for thts study

included batch adsorption tests using ftnes from samples collected at the
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burial trench, and a representative Hanford groundwater (from well 6-S3-25)

spiked with nickel at initial concentrations ranging from 4.0 x 10"7 M

(24 _g/L) to 5.0 x 10"s M (2900 _g/L). The potential competitive effects of

lead on adsorption of nickel were studied by varying the nickel concentrations

in the presence of an initial lead concentration of 1.0 x 10"e M (0.21 mg/L).
The lead concentration was chosento approximatethe solubility limit for lead

in Hanford groundwater, based on the results of a previous Study (Rhoads

et al. 1992), allowing a margin of safety to prevent possible precipitation

of lead compoundsin the test system. The solution-to-solid ratio used in

the batch tests was approximately 30 mL:l g, with contact times of 7, 10, or

26 days. Solution was separated from soil by centrifugation followed by

filtration through a 0.22-/nn membrane.

The ntckel concentrations in solutton were determined after separation

of the soil using two different analytical techniques. Somebatch tests

contained SSNttracer that was measuredby liquid scintillation counting,

whereas other tests contained only stable nickel, which was measuredin

solution by ICP-MS. In both types of experiments, the quantity of :nickel

adsorbedonto the sedimentwas assumedto equal the difference in massor

activity between the influent and effluent solutions. The value of Rd for
nickel in these batch adsorption experiments was then estimated using

Equation (3.1).

Cinf-Ceff) V Csoil V
Fd = -- - (3.1)

Ceff W Csolution W

Cinf m nickelconcentrationor traceractivityin influentsolution
(g/mLor counts/mL)

Ceff -. nickelconcentrationor traceractivityin effluentsolution
(g/mLor counts/mL)

C,o_i- nickelconcentrationor traceractivityin the soil (g solute/g
soilor countstracer/gsoil)

Csolutlon " nickelconcentrationortracer activityin solution(g/mLor
counts/mL)

V - volumeof solution used (mL)
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W =wetght of sotl used (g).

3.2.3 ColumnAdsorDt_on Tests

, A flow-through column experiment was performed to corroborate the Rd

values calculated for ntckel ustng the batch adsorption expertwnts. In

, order to obtatn data tn a ttmely manner, the flow-through column test was

conducted at a relatively raptd flow rate (approximately 10 pore volumes/day).

Therefore, the residence ttme for groundwater tn the column test was only

2.4 hours, whtch ts extremely short compared wtth the predicted residence

ttmes of recharge water tn the vadose zone sediments at Hanford (50 to

2150 yr, see Section 4.2). Conditions tn the flow-through column test thus

represent extremes that are 11kely to over-predict ntckel mobtltty based on

adsorption ktnettcs and collotdal transport potential. The extremely short

residence ttme tn the laboratory column test could potentially prevent some

sotl adsorption that would nomally occur at lower flow rates. The ktnettc

energy tmparted to the system as a result of the htgher flow rate used tn the

column tests mtght also promote collotdal transport to a greater extent than

would be expected under fteld conditions. Therefore, tho column test should

represent worst-case conditions for ntckel adsorption, tn addttion to provid-

Ing a check on whether other processes not adequately covered by batch adsorp-

tion tests are Important tn thts geochemical system.

The column test per_,tts d|rect detemtnatton of the retardation factor

(Rf) from the number of pore volumes of effluent requtred to reach a break-

through ratto, Ce_f/Ctn f, of 50%. A 24-mL sedtment column was contacted with
Hanford groundwater that had been sptked wtth stable ntckel at a concentration

of approximately 0.59 mcj/L in additton to 63Ni tracer. Effluent solutions

were analyzed ustng the samemethods used tn the batch experiments. From the

observed breakthrough curve and retardation factor, the Rd values can be
calculated ustng Equation (3.2)

• Rf= 1 + p, [1 -n)/n] (3.2)
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where R_ - the retardation factor v,/v n (velocity of water +veloctty of
solute)

p, - parttcle density of the sot1 matertal (mass/unit volume)

- porosity (dimensionless)

and Rd - distribution coefficient (mL/g)

because R_ ts measured and p, and q are obtained during the test set up.

3.2.4 AdsorD_ton Isotherm Hodels

The results of a suite of experiments evaluating the effect of solute

concentration on adsorption while other parameters are held constant are

called an "adsorption isothen.." Two adsorption isotherm models used

frequently are the Langmutr and Freundltch models. In this analysis, an

isotherm model was used to represent nickel adsorption tn the subsurface

environment because it more realistically describes adsorption as a function

of solute concentration than does a linear model that uses a stngle value for

the distribution coefficient at all concentrations.

The Langmutr model has been used to describe adsorption of gas molecules

onto homogeneoussolid surfaces (crystalline materials) that exhibit one type

of adsorption site (Langmutr 1918). Hany investigators have extended the

Langmutr adsorption model to describe adsorption from solutton onto solid

adsorbates, Including heterogeneous solids. The Langmutr model for adsorption
is

bXmC
X - ....... (3.3)

1 +bC

where X - amount of solute adsorbed per unit weight of solid

b - a constant related to the energy of adsorption

Xm- maximumadsorption concentration of the adsorbate

C - equilibrium solutton concentration of the adsorbate.

Substituting 1/B for b, we obtain
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XmC
X - (3.4)

B+C
Q

a

A plot of values of X (y-axis) versus values of C (x-axts) passes

. through the origin and ts nearly linear at low values of C. As C increases,

X should approachX,. Onecan rearrange Equation (3.4) by taking its
reciprocal andmultiplying both sides by X.Xm, to yield X - -B(X/C) +X,.
Thenby plotting X on the y-axis and (X/C) on the x-axts, it tsposstble to

detemtne the value for -B from the slope of the best-fit line and the value

of Xmfrom the intercept.

For radtonucltde adsorption onto heterogeneoussoils and sediments, the

Langmutrmodel is typically a poor predictor of actual adsorption events,

although Salter, Ames,andHcGarrah (1981a) ctte several instances where the

Langmutr tsothem has successfully ftt adsorption of trace solutes on natural

substrates. Further, Salter, Ames, andMcGarrah(1981b) dtscuss recent

modifications of the Langmutrmodel to accommodatetwo distinct sites and

competition of two adsorbates (the nucltde and the ion it replaces on the

adsorbent), whtch should further extend this conceptual model's usefulness on

natural substrates. However, for more complexnatural systems, the Langmutr

model ts of ltmtted uttltty.

Becauseof the complexity of the subsurface environment at Hanford, the

Freundltch tsothermmodel was considered to be moreappropriate than the

Langmutrfor Incorporation tnto the transport analysis. The Freundltch

isotherm model (Freundltch 1926) is defined as

x. KC" (3.S)

where X - amount of solute adsorbedper unit wetght of solid

C - equilibrium solute solution concentration

• K, N - constants.

The Freundlfch modeldoes not account for finite adsorption capacity at

high solute concentrations; however, the current experiments were conducted
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under conditions that were not expected to exceed the adsorption capactty of

the sedtmentcomponent. The Freundltch isotherm can be transformed to a

11near equatton by taktng the logarithms of both stdes of Equatton (3.5):
4

log X - log K + N log C (3.6)

Whenlog X ts plotted on the y-axts and log C on the x-axts, the best-

ftt stratght 11ne has a slope of N, and log K ts tts Intercept. WhenN - 1,

the Freundllch tsothem represented by Equatton (3.5) reduces to a 11near

relationship, and becauseX/C ts the ratto of the quanttty of soiute adsorbed

to the equilibrium solution concentration (the definition of Rd), the

Freundltch K ts equivalent to the value of Rd.

Becauseadsorption isotherms at very low solute concentrations are often

ltnear, etther the Freundltch isotherm or the Langmutrisotherm (when the

product bC ts muchsmaller than 1) can be usedto ftt data at low solute

concentrations. The value of N for the adsorption of manyradtonuclldes ts

often significantly different from 1. In thts case, the value of R_ ts not
constant, but ts a functton of the solute concentration.

Both Isotherm modelscan be comparedto data from experiments that

systematically vary the massof a trace constituent whtle holdtng all other

parameters as constant as possible. It ts Important to constder the total

massof the element present, Including all stable and radioactive Isotopes,
whenevaluating isotherms. It ts incorrect to calculate isotherms based on a

stngle radioactive tracer tf the system tncludes several tsotopes (both stable

and radioactive) for a particular element. For convenience, isotherm

expertwnts generally constder only the total concentration or radioactivity

for a gtven constituent, combiningall tsotopes present tn the system.

The tsothermconcept ts a step up tn sophistication over the constant

distribution coefficient (Rd) model. It must be stressed that isotherm models
as expressedby Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) explicitly constder depen-
dency of the distribution coefficient only on the concentration of the con- '.

tamtnant of tnterest tn a solution. Isotherm modelsdo not explicitly

constder other soltd and solutton parameters that can Influence adsorption.
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In thts study, the potential for lead to Influence ntckel adsorption was

assessed tn batch adsorption experiments, the results of which were Incorpo-

rated into the isotherm model used to evaluate groundwater transport.
a

The incorporation of isotherm adsorption models tnto transport codes is

relatively easy. Each of the aforementioned tsotherm equations can be

rearranged to calculate a distribution coefficient, Rd, that is a function of
C, the solutton concentration of the contaminant, and one or two constants.

As the transport model solves for C, substitution of an equation that depends

only upon C (and derivable constants) for the Rdtn the retardation factor
should be straightforward. For stmple cases, analytical closed-form solutions

are possible, or numerical approximation methods can be used. Thus, with

little additional work or computer storage requirements, most transport codes

can be formulated to predict radtonucllde migration with an isotherm

adsorption model. In this analysts, the Freundltch tsotherm was chosen for

incorporation to the subsurface transport model because it ts most appropriate

for use under field conditions where more than one type of adsorption site is

expected to extst for the solute of interest.

3.3 RESULTSOF,GEOCHEH]STRYSTUD[ES

The following sections present resultsof the characterization of

Hanford sediments in the vicinity of the 218-E-lZB Burtal Ground, the labora-

tory experiments to detemtne the solubility of nickel in Hanford groundwater,

estimates of ntckel corrosion rates, and the extent of adsorption of nickel on

these sediments in the presence and absence of lead.

3.3.1 Sediment Charactertzttto9

The sediment characterization data are shown In Tables 3.2 through 3.6.

Table 3.2 shows the parttcle size distribution of the "fines" used !n all lab

tests and the tn sftu sample taken from the field. The parttcle size distri-

bution was determined by combining dry sieving and a modified pipet method

(using a centrifuge) to separate stlt from clay. The dry sieving showed that

most of the material was between 1 and 2 mmIn diameter. Texturally the

sediment would be considered a very coarse sand. The particle density of the

fines used in laboratory testing was 2.84 g/cms, stmilar to most Hanford
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_J_BJ._,._L_.Particle Size Distribution of Hanford Fomatton Sediments
tn the Vicinity of the 218-E-12B Burial Ground

............ Percent by Weiaht_ _ _
i

Fines Used in In Sftu Compositionof
SedimentTyDe/$tze ..... Adsorption Studies VadoseZonQSediment#

Gravel (>2u) 0.00 32.7

Sand (<2u to >63_,n) 99.55 67.0

Silt (<63_ to >2pro) 0.39 0.26

Clay (<2_) 0.06 0.04

_,____. Saturation Paste pH and Composttjqnof Sotl
from the 218-E-12B Burtal GroundLaj

.... _omDost t ton _
concentration

...... constituent (uq/a dry soil)

PO_" < 0.07
cl- 6.3

NO3" 0.9

SO_- 16.4

Total Alkalinity (as CO_" 14.52
Na. 5.26

Mg2. 1.97

Ca2+ 8.10

Sr2. 0.04

Si 3.98

Dissolved Organic Carbon 1.66

(a) From: Serne, R, J., v. L. LeGore,C. W.
Ltndenmeter, J. A. Cambell, andJ. L. Conca.
1991. Proqress on Task D Perforlpance
AssessmentSuooort ln. the Soltd Waste
Technoloov.SUDDOrtPro.tect. Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, Rtchland, Washington.
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TABLE3.4. AmorphousOxide, Calcium Carbonate, and Organic CarbonContent
of the "Fines" in Sotl from the 218-E-12B Burtal Ground

• . Oxld.e percent by Wetoht

StO2 0.41

. AI203 0.26

Fe203 0.41

HnO2 O.02

CaCO3 0.82

Total Organic Carbon s 0,01

TABLE3.5. ExchangeableCations and Total Cation ExchangeCapacity
for Soil from the 218-E-12B Burial Ground

Concentration
Cation (meo/JO0a)

Na+ 0.12 ± 0.02

Ca2+ 4.15 ± 0.63

Hg2. 0.87 ± 0.03

Total ExchangeableCations 5.14 ± 0.6

Total Cation ExchangeCapacity 5.27 ± 1.2

TABLE3.6. Hineral Content of the Clay Size Fraction of the "Fines"
Used in Adsorption Experiments

Hineral Percent by Weiaht

Iliite 13

Talc Not Detected

Horneblende 1

Kaolinite 3

Chlorite 2

Vermiculite 8

Smectite 38

Quartz 9

Plagioclase 26
6
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sediments. The saturated paste pH and saturation extract composition are

given in Table 3.3. Table 3.4 showsthe percent of amorphoushydrous oxide,

calcium carbonate, and total organic carbon in the fines. Exchangeablecatton

results are given in Table 3.5, and the mineralogy of the clay fraction of the
sediment ts shownin Table 3.6.

The exchangeablecation and total cation exchangecapacity analyses

suggest that coarse sand has an exchangecapacity of about 5 meq/lO0 g, a

value typical of sandyHanford sediments. In fact, given the rather coarse
texture of the sediments, values as low as 3 meq/lO0g might be expected. The

clay size fraction contains crystallttes of plagioclase feldspar, quartz, and

the clays smectite, illtte, vermiculite, and kaolinite. Smecttte predominates

in the layer silicates, as is generally found for Hanford sediments.

3.3.2 Solubility of Nickel Compoundsin Hanford Groundwater

Estimates of nickel solubility in Hanford groundwater were obtained both

from a geochemicalcomputermodeland from laboratory experiments thatwere

intended to simulate the subsurfaceenvironment at the burial ground. Calcu-

lations usingMINTEQA2indicatedthatthe solubilityof nickelin Hanford

groundwatershouldbe controlledby Ni(OH)2, and the solubilityof Ni2+was

predictedto be between10 and 20 mg/L. However,resultsof the laboratory

experimentsindicatedthatthe actualsolubilityof nickelhydroxidein

Hanfordgroundwaterwas lowerthanthe MINTEqA2predictions.

Resultsof the laboratoryanalysesfor nickelsolubilityare presented

in Figure3.1,whichindicatesthatnickelhydroxideis aboutan orderof

magnitudeless solublethannickelcarbonate.Basedon theseresults,nickel

hydroxidewas determinedto controlthe solubilityof nickelin Hanford

groundwater.Nickelhydroxideappearsto havereachedequilibriumwithin

approximately50 days at a concentrationof ].g+ 0.3 mg/L. The solubilityof

nickelcarbonatepeaksat a concentrationof 30 mcj/Lapproximately50 days

intothe experimentand thendeclines.X-raydiffractionanalysisof the

solidssuggeststhatthisbehaviormay resultfrom slowconversionof nickel

carbonateto a more stablecrystallinephase.
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FIGURE3.1. Solubility of Nickel Hydroxide and Nickel Carbonate in Hanford
Groundwater

Geochemical modeling was conducted using the aqueous geochemical

equilibriumcode MINTEQA2 to determineif availablethermodynamicdata would

confirmthe empiricalsolubilityresultsfor nickel hydroxidein Hanford

groundwater. Major ion concentrationsused in the input file were determined

from chemical analysisof well water at the Hanford Site (see Table 3.1), with

carbonateconcentrationsadjustedto reflectequilibriumconcentrationsin the

laboratoryexperiments. Initialresultsusing default thermodynamicdata from

the softwaredatabase estimatedthe solubilityof nickel hydroxideat 17 mcj/L

(Rhoadset al. 1992).

Subsequently,the solubilityconstant for nickel hydroxidewas modified

from that in the originalMINTEQA2databaseto reflectrecent results obtained

by Mattigod,Rai, and Felmy (in press).(a) In addition,it appears that the

MINTEQA2 databasedefault stabilityconstant for the formationof the dis-

solved complex speciesNiC03° may be too large. The log K for the formation

w

II

(a) Mattigod,S. V., D. Rai, and A. R. Felmy. In press. Hydrolysls

Constant for Ni(2) and the SolubilityProductof CystallineNi(OH)2."
J. Soln. Chem.
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of NiC03° is 6.87 in the MINTEQA2database, whereas results from a carbonate-
oxalate stability constant correlation indicate that the stability constant

is more likely to be 5.37 (Byrne, Kump, and Cantrell 1988). MINTEqA2calcU-

lations using the revised solubility constant for nickel hydroxide and the

lower stability constant for Nit03 ° predicted the solubility of nickel in
Hanford groundwater to be 13 mg/L. Both of the MINTEQA2solubility estimates

for nickel in Hanford groundwater were substantially higher than the results

of the laboratory studies. However, because of uncertainty about the applic-

ability of data in the MINTEQA2database to the Hartford subsurface environ-

ment, the empirical determination of ].9 mg/L from the laboratory studies is

judged to be more reliable.

3.3.3 Batch Adsorption Studies

The first suite of batch adsorption experiments was conducted for a

7- to lO-day equilibration period, the results of which are presented in

Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 7- to lO-day Rd values for
I

nickel determined in both the radioactive tracer and stable nickel experi-

ments as a function of the final equilibrium nickel concentration in solution.

These experiments were conducted both in the presence and absence of an

initial lead concentration of 1 x 10"BM (0.21 mg/L). The values for Rd in
both sets of experiments ranged from 48 to 340 mL/g, which resulted in an

estimate of 45 mL/g when extrapolated to the solubility limit for nickel.

In these experiments, Rd decreased as the concentration of nickel in the
equilibrated solution increased, which was consistent with expectations

because the relative adsorption of nickel should decrease as more adsorption

sites on the soil are occupied.

The effect is also illustrated in Figure 3.3, where nickel adsorption

data are plotted as an adsorption isotherm. Whenthe final concentrations

of nickel in solution are plotted against those in soil, the concentration
of nickel in the soil increases in a linear fashion with the concentration

in solution (i.e., total adsorption increases). As can be seen from both

Figures 3.2 and 3.3, the effect of lead on nickel adsorption was negligible

compared with experimental variation in the data.

d
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Data from the 7- to lO-dayradiotracerbatch tests,with and without

added lead, were fitted to a Freundlichisothermfor use in the groundwater

transportmodeling. Becausethe resultsof these tests (Figure3.3) indicated t

that soil adsorption was linear with respect to the logarithm of the solution

•nickel concentration, the nickel concentrations used in the tests were low
i

enough that the adsorption capacity of the soils was not exceeded. There-

fore, the conditions for modeling the Freundltch isotherm as described in

Section 3.2.4 were met. The form of the isotherm is described in Equa-

tion (3.5), with constants determined by the results of the batch tests.

For this set of experimental data, the Freundlich isotherm model results in

the following equation:

X = 332 *C 0'775 (3.7)

where X - amount of solute adsorbed per unit weight of solid

C = equilibrium solute concentration

and 332, 0.775 = constants obtained from results of batch tests.

The 26-day batch test results are shown in Figure 3.4 and are compared

with 7- to lO-day results for the radtotracer studies. Overall, the Rd
estimated in 26-day experiments appears to be more variable, but the values

are generally comparable to those obtained in the 7- to lO-day studies.

Because infiltration rates in Hanford sediments are extremely low, the 7- to

lO-day Rd values should be conservative estimates of nickel adsorption under
field conditions.

3.3.4 CQlumnAdsorptiop Study

A column adsorption experiment was conducted to confirm the validity of

the batch adsorption results in a flow-through system, the results of which

are shown in Figure 3.5. The influent concentration of Ni z+ was 0.59 rag/L,

and the experiment continued for 90 days, at which time approximately 1000

pore volumes of solution had passed through the column. In contrast to the

behavior that was expected based on the batch adsorption studies (shown by the

solid curve in Figure 3.5), the effluent concentration peaked at about 60% of

3.]8
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the tnfluent concentration after 500 pore volumes and stabilized at a slightly

lower concentration thereafter. Attempts to explain the behavior of this

system using a kinetic model (the expected results of which are also shown in

Ftgure 3.5) did not reproduce the observed breakthrough curve.

The likely explanation for the behavior of nickel in this study is that

its solubilitywas actually lower than predictedby the MINTEQA2model,

resultingin precipitationof nickel compoundsfrom solution as it flowed

through the column. Results of experimentsto determinethe solubilityof

nickel compoundsin Hanfordgroundwatersupportedthis hypothesis. Despite

the anomalousbehaviorof nickel in this test system,the results indicated

that no unforeseenmechanismsthat could significantlyacceleratenickel

transportwere operativeduring the study period. The transportof nickel

through the column was actuallylower than predictedbased on the distribution

coefficientsobserved in the batch experiments.

3.4 DISCUSSIONANP RECOMMENDATIONSFOR TRANSPORTMODELING
I

Geochemicalparameters,as determinedin these laboratorystudies,were

recommendedas input to the nickel transportmodel. The solubilitylimitfor

nickel in Hanfordgroundwaterwas determinedto be in the range of 10-20 mg/L

based on the resultsof the MINTEQA2geochemicalmodel. Laboratoryexperi-

ments to determinethe solubilityof potentialnickel corrosionproducts in

Hanfordgroundwaterindicateda lower value of about 2 mg/L for nickel hydrox-

ide, which is expectedto be the stablecorrosionproductin this subsurface

environment. Becauseof uncertaintyconcerningthe applicabilityof thermo-

dynamicdata in the MINTEQA2database to the Hanfordenvironment,the 2 mg/L

solubilitydetermined in experimentsunder site-specificconditionswas

recommendedfor use in the nickel transportmodeling.

The resultsof batch adsorptionstudies indicatedthat Rd values for

nickel ranged from 50 mL/g near the solubilitylimit of nickel in Hanford

groundwaterto 340 mL/g for equilibriumsolutionconcentrationsof nickel.

The data set obtained from 7- to lO-day radiotracerbatch adsorptionstudies

was chosen for modeling the Freundlichisothermbecause it is the most conser-

vative of the experimentalresultsand is subjectto the least variability.
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The resulting isotherm model described by Equation 3.7 was recommendedto

modelsoil adsorption in the groundwatertransport analysts.

t
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4.0 WATER_FLOWANDTRANSPORTOF NICKEL IN HANFORDSOILS ANDGROUNDWATER

. In order to esttmate rates of groundwater flow and ntckel transport at

' the 218-E-12B Burtal Ground, a conceptual model was developed for the uncon-

fined aqutfer underlying the Hanford Stte ustng available data on geohydro-

• logic properties and geochemistry (as described tn prevtous secttons of thts

report). Thts sectton describes a simulation technique used to ana|yze the

migration of nickel from componentsdisposed at the 218-E-1ZB Surtal Ground

and presents the results of the transport analysts.

Metal components tn shallow land burtals will be subjected to degrada-

tion by the natural environment, primertly through chemtcal degradation and

dissolution by infiltrating water. The resulting ]eachate wtll move downward

until it enters the unconfined aqu|fer, where tt will disperse tn the ground-

water and be transported to the Columbia River. The consequences of nickel

migration will ultimately depend on the amount of nickel in the disposal areA,

the rate at which It is leached from the butted components, and interactions

of nickel tn solution with the soil and water chemistry.

The conceptual model for the burial site was the basis for estimated

rates of groundwater movementthrough the vadose zone and the unconfined

aquifer, and for predicted rates of nickel migration from the burial ground to

downgradient locations and to the Columbta River. The Coupled Flutd, Energy,

and Solute Transport (CFEST) code (Gupta et al. 1982; 1987) was used to

produce a two-dimensional mode] of the regional aquifer in order to obtain

parameters necessary for the nickel transport analysis. A modified version of

the TRANSScode (Simmonset al. 1986) was then employed to simulate mass flow

and transport through the vadose zone and the unconfined aquifer using a one-

dimensional streamtube approach. This approach Is simtlar to that used tn

previously published documents for the Hanford Site (DOE 1987; 1989), except

that the modtfted TRANSScode utilizes a variable adsorption isotherm that

depends on groundwater concentration rather than a constant value for the

• distribution coefficient. Simulations were performed for a single component,

and for a 4 x 30 array of 120 components.
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Parameters of interest in thts investigation, which were incorporated

into the simulations, tncluded the following:

• consequences of burtal for either a stngle component, or for 120
components in a 4 x 30 array

• three recharge rates (representing recharge through an engineered
der either artd orbarrier, or through an unprotected burial stte un

humid climate conditions)

• release of ntckfl to the subsurface environment - based on high-end
estimates for corrosion rates of Type 304 stainless steel and Inconel
600, or a best estimate solubility for the nickel corrosion product in
the case of the less corrosion-resistant material (HY-80)

• a variable nickel distribution coefficient based on the Freundlich
adsorption isotherm

• three receptor locations (wells entering the unconfined aquifer at
locations 100 m and 5000 m from the burial site, and the Columbia
River).

Various combinations of these parameters were considered in the analysts to

provide relatively conservative estimates for ntckel release and transport.

For dtsposal of a maximumof 120 components, the quantities of stable

and radioactive nickel available for release and transport were based on the

maximumtotal quantity of these materials expected to be present at the site.

In the analysts for a stngle component, the estimated quantities for the array

were assumedto be distributed equally amongthe 120 componentspotentially

stored there. An average component was assumedto contain 121,000 kg HY-80

steel (3.5% Nt by weight), 41,000 kg Type 304 stainless steel (12_ Nt by

weight), and 67,000 kg Inconel 600 (80_ Ni by weight). The surface areas

associated wtth these alloys tn a stngle componentwere 101,000 dm2,

33,000 dm2, and 52,000 dm2, respectively. The radioactive ntckel content

associated wtth each alloy in a stngle componentwas estimated to be 6.6 Ct

SSNifor Type 304 stainless steel and 209 Ct SSNtfor Inconel 600. The HY-80
is not radioactive.

Nickel concentrations in the unconfined aquifer were estimated for

receptors using water from a downgradtent well located 100 m or 5000 m from

the burtal site, and the total annual flux of ntckel to the Columbta River was
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also predicted. A groundwater well located 100 mdowngradtentof the burial

ground represents the presumedboundary of the disposal stte whenthe govern-

. ment no longer maintains institutional control (DOE1990). The groundwater

• well located 5000 mdowngradJentrepresents the location of the fmtly farm
scenario that has been evaluated in previous environmental impact statements

" (EISs) (DOE1987; 1989).

Rechargerates of 0.1, O.S, and 6.0 cm/yr through the burtal groundwere

modeledfor thts analysts. The O.l-cm/yr recharge rate represents an esttmate

of the maximumInfiltration that would be expected through a multtlayered

soil/rock barrier destgnedto control infiltration over the waste site, as
described in a recent EIS for the Hartford Stte (DOE1987). The O.S-cm/yr

recharge rate, applied to both the burial ground andthe Hanford Site regional

aqutfer model, was chosento represent the present relatively artd cltmate.

The potential effect of a more humldc11mateon nickel transport tn the future

was modeledustng a 5-cm/yr recharge rate for the burial groundand a S-cm/yr

recharge rate for the Hanford regtonal aqutfer model.

l

4.1 ONE-DIMENSIONALSTREAMTUBEAPPROACH

A one-dimensional streamtube approachas implemented in the TRANSScode

was described by Simmonset el. (1985). A detatled discussion of the stream-

tube approachand tts application was presented in the EIS for dtsposal of

Hanford defense wastes (DOE1987); a stmtlar approachwas used for thts study.

This approachassumestransport along a series of streamlines that form a

streamtube. Advectton was assumedto be the dominant process for ntckel

movement,and transverse dispersion was assumedto be negligible. Advectton
is defined as contaminant transport in the dowmgradtentdirection at the

average groundwater velocity, whereastransverse dispersion ts transport
perpendicular to the direction of the average velocity causedby variations

in veloctty about the average. Neglecting transverse dispersion in the

streamtube resulted tn conservation of massalong tts enttre length from

• the burial ground to the rtver.

The streamtube approachof Simmonset el. (i986) ts capable of stmulat-

. tng strewtubes that begtn tn the vadosezone andend at the river, as is
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expected to be the case for nickel migration from the 218-E-12B Burial Ground.

Water was assumedto infiltrate vertically through the burial site and to

dissolve nickel in the componentsen route to the water table. During trans- m

port within the unconfined aquifer, leachate entering the water table from the

disposal site was assumedto mix in the upper portion of the aqutfer. A mix-

ing depth of 2.5 m was assumed for the 0.5 cm/yr recharge regional model in

this analysis, which was a departure from the S-m mtxing depth used in pre-

vious analyses (DOE1987). It was employed because of the shallow depth of

the unconfined aquifer in the vicinity of the 218-E-12E 8urtal Ground. A 5-m

mixing depth wis assumedfor the high recharge (5 cm/yr) regional aquifer
model.

Nickel transport was modeled within the streamtube in the unconfined

aqutfer to downgradtent locations and ultimately to the regional aquifer dis-

charge area at the river. Someportion of the dissolved nickel may chemically

adsorb to the sediments that constitute the geologic units through which the

streamtube passes, and a FreundlJch adsorpt|on isotherm was Incorporated into

the model to simulate this process, as described in Section 3.0. The follow-

ing sections describe the conceptualization of the vadose zone and the

unconfined aquifer underlying the 218-E-128 Burial Ground, and the rates of

water movementthrough each. The transport of nickel to downgradJent

locations was then estimated for several combinations of key input parameters

to the TRANSScomputer code.

The TRANSScode applied for this study is a less sophisticated transport

model than multi-dimensional transport codes such as VAH30and PORFLO-3

because it is one-dimensional and omits transverse dispersion. The results

from thts less sophisticated code have not been directly compared with those
of multi-dimensional models.

4.2 VADOSEZONEWATERFLOW

Sedimentary deposits situated between the ground surface and the water

table constitute the vadose zone (Figure 2.2). Wtthin these deposits, water

only partially fills the available pore space between gratns of stlt, sand,

and grave], and 1s generally assumedto drain vertically downwarduntil tt
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enters the unconfined aquifer or unttl it contacts a low pemeabtltty layer of

clay or rock. Significant amounts of water that infiltrate the surface sotls

may be held at the surface and evaporate if the so|l cover is sufficiently

• fine-grained. Infiltrating water may also be transpired if the surface is

covered with vegetation. Any remaining water ts assumedto constitute

" recharge to the underlying aquifer. Fine-grained sediments at or near the

sot1 surface tend to hold water at the location where evapotransptratton is

greatest; coarse-grained sediments pemtt the water to drain to a depth where
these forces are less effective or nonexistent.

The long-tem average precipitation rate at Hanford is 17 cm/yr.

However, the recharge rate to the unconfined aqutfer at any spectftc locatton

may vary wtdely depending on the nature of the sot1 surface and the presence

or absence of vegetation. Experimental results indicate that the Infiltration

rate may range from less than 1_ of annual precipitation beneath a vegetated

surface of stlt loam sot1 to approximately 80_ of the annual prec4pttatton r

rate beneath a surface of bare gravel wtthout vegetation (Smoot et al. 1989).

This corresponds to a range of Infiltration rates from s 0.2 to 13 _m/yr for

the current Hanford climate. A long-tem change tn the precipitation rate

would ltkely produce a corresponding change tnthe recharge rate through all

types of sot1 surfaces.

For the purposes of this analysts, a recharge rate of 0.5 cm/yr was used

to model Infiltration through the undisturbed vadose zone based on the current

relatively arid cltmate. The 0.1 cm/yr and 6 cm/yr recharge rates were used

to model Infiltration through the burtal ground under conditions that would

either delay or accelerate ntckel transport through the vadose zone,

respectively, comparedwith the current undisturbed situation. The 0.1 cm/yr

recharge rate corresponds to the estimated maximumInfiltration through a

protective, multt_ayered infiltration and intrusion barrier that is betng

considered for several waste disposal sites at Hanford. The 6 cm/yr recharge

rate represents a situation where Infiltration ts increased etther by a long-

• tem change to a wetter climate, or where alteration of the sot1 surface

pemtts greater retention of tnctdent precipitation.
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In modeling the regtonal unconfined aqutfer, an average site-wide

recharge rate of 0.5 cm/yr was used to represent tts condition under the

current cltmate, and a recharge rate of 5 cm/yr was used to represent the

aquifer in a wetter climate scenario (Evans et al. 1988; Jacobson and Freshley

1990). Whenmodeling transport from the burial ground to the receptor

locations, the 0.5 cm/yr regional aquifer model was coupled with either the

0.1 cm/yr or the 0.5 cm/yr infiltration rate through the vadose zone. The

6 cm/yr infiltration rate was coupled with the wet climate regional aquifer

model. The assumptions employed in this analysis are consistent with those

used for previous Hanford Site studies (DOE 1987; DOE1989; Golder Associates,

Inc. 1991), and are based on the range of results observed in fieldstudtes

on the Site (Gee et al. 1992; Grahameta]. 1981; Isaacson and Brown 1978;

Kirkham and Gee 1984; Last, Easley, and Brown 1976).

Stratigraphic control for the geohydrology in the vicinity of the burial

site was obtained from two boreholes (299-E34-7 and 299-E35-1) located immedi-

ately adjacent to the burial ground excavation (Figure 2.2). Sediments below

the 218-E-12B Burial Ground are composedprimarily of gravel-dominated sedi-

ments mixed with variable amounts of sand and silt. Gravels are predominantly

in the pebble-to-cobble size range, but boulders are occasionally present.

The vadose zone is approximately60 m (200 ft) thick in the vicinityof the

218-E-12BBurial Ground,of which approximately15 m (50 ft) has been exca-

vated for disposalof the metal components. The thicknessof the vadose zone

is similarfor all simulationsbecausethe unconfinedaquiferbeneaththe

burial ground is less than 3 m thick in the vicinityof the burial ground,

even in the presenceof artificialrecharge from currentsite operations (see

Section 2.3). The resultingdistance from the base of the disposal area to

the bottom of the vadose zone is approximately45 m (ISO ft). This analysis

did not account for the presenceof backfillaround the buried components;all

water and leachate flow through the 45-m thickness of vadose zone was assumed

to begin at the bottom level of the excavation. Therefore, neither the dis-

tribution of water through the upper 15 m of the soil profile nor the time

required for it to flow through that area have been evaluated as part of this

analysis.
i
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The physical properties of sediment samplescollected from the faces of

the 218-E-12B Burial Groundpit were analyzed in the laboratory; the results
are sumarized in Table 2.1. Samplescould only be analyzed from those

• portions of the geologic profile without large cobbles or boulders; therefore,

analytical data are biased in favor of the finer-grained sediments. Measure-

" mentsof saturated hydraulic conductivity for these samples (i.e., sand- and

silt-dominated) ranged from approximately 0.3 to 30 m/day (1 to ]00 it/day).

The sot1 sampledescriptions and saturated hydraulic conductivity data were

used to match the significant geologic units in the vadosezone to moisture-

retention data measuredpreviously for samplesfrom the Hanford formation in

the vicinity of the burial ground (Bjornstad 1990). Becauseof the larger

pebbles, cobbles, and boulders in manyhorizons, the measuredsampleswere

assumedto be representative of the lowest conductivity samples in the
geologic section.

Moisture-retention and saturated hydraulic-conductivity data from well

2gg-E33-30at the 42.4- to 42.7-m (139- to ]40-it) depth interval were

assumedto represent the Hanford formation in the area (Bjornstad 1990).

This well is located in the 200-E Area, approximately 2 kmwest of the

218-E-12B Burial Ground. Samplesfrom this location had the highest mea-

sured saturated hydraulic conductivity of any of the samples- approximately

95 m/day. However, it is expected that there are strata within the vadose

zone with conductivities aboveand below this value. The value of 95 m/day

is approximately 4 times the saturated hydraulic conductivity of 25 m/day

obtained from an aquifer test within the saturated zone at well 299-E34-7

(BorgheseeL al. 1990), immediately adjacent to theburial ground (see
Figure Z.2). It is important to note that the vadosezone consists of a

sequenceof units that contain a range of hydraulic properties. The

299-E33-30 samplewasassumedto be representative of the overall profile.

The validity of this interpretation is limited by the technical difficulty

of measuring the physical and hydraulic properties of the coarser-grained

units, which would be expected to have the highest values. The highest
" hydraulic conductivity values measuredat the Hanford Site, hundredsto

. thousandsof meters per day (Last et al. 1989), are probably associated with
I
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matrix-depleted bouldery gravels, which are generally not present beneath the
218-E-12B Burial Ground.

Water travel times through the vadose zone were calculated using

characteristic curves developed for Hanford sediments, assumtng that unit

gradtent condtt|ons prevatl beneath the burial ground. Soil motsture char-

acteristtc curves descrtbe the relationships between water content, water

potential, and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. The unsaturated hydraulic

conductivity values were calculated using the method of van Genuchten (1978;

1985). These values were based on the measured saturated hydraulic conduc-

tivity (95 m/day) and the water content versus water potential data for well

299-E33-30. The resulting characteristic curves, plotted in Figure 4.1,

tndicate that increasing water content results in increasing unsaturated

hydraul|c conductivity values up to the limtttng value of saturated hydraulic

conductivity. For unit gradient conditions in the unsaturated zone, this

recharge flux was assumedto equal the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity.

The curves were used to determine the water content that results from the

unsaturated hydraulic conductiv1ty corresponding to the assumedrecharge rates

of 0.1, 0.5, and 6.0 cm/yr. The water content was then used to calculate the

pore-water veloctty through the 45-m-thick vadose zone beneath the 218-E-12B

Burtal Ground. Table 4.1 shows the water content, pore-water velocity, and

vadose zone travel time for selected fluxes through the 46-m-thick vadose zone

based on 299-E33-30 well data (Bjornstad 1990). The estimated groundwater

travel times are 50 yr for the 6-cm/yr recharge case, 480 yr for the 0.5-cm/yr

recharge case, and 2,150 yr for the 0.1-cm/yr case.

4.3 GROUNDWATERFLOWHOD[LING

The CFESTcode (Gupta et al. 1982; 1987) was applied to model ground-

water flow in the unconfined aquifer and to generate streamlines and travel

times used in the transport simulations. The CFESTcode is being considered

for acceptance as a Hanford Site standard for constructing models of the

unconfined aquifer. Evans et al. (1988) describe selection of the CFESTcode

for application to the unconfined aqutfer at the Hanford Site. Development
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and calibration of the CFESTmodel is described byEvans et al. (1988) and

Jacobson and Freshley (1990).

The conceptual model of the aqutfer on which the CFESTmodel reltes is

based on information available tn the early to mtd-IgSOs. At that time, the

top of the basalt formation tn the vtctntty of the 218-E-12B Burtal Ground was

belteved to lie above the water table. Consequently, it was assumedthat the

Hanford formation was not saturated beneath the burtal ground. As a result of

this and other recent studies_ the basalt ts knownto exhtbtt a saddle-shaped

topography, with a trough runntng northwest to southeast underlying the

218-E-]2B Burial Ground (see Ftgure 2.3). A stmtlar topography would be

expectedto exist under any condition of relatively htgh local recharge,

whether from long-term climate change or site operations.

The water level in this part of the unconfined aqutfer has risen during

the past 10 years because of increased liquid discharges to B Pond, which is

located southeast of the burial ground. Whenthe discharges to B Pond are

discontinued after decommissioning of facilities in the 200-East Area, the

water table in this region will drop and the basalt layer that underlies the

Hartford formation may extend above the saturated zone (Figure 2.4). In the

conceptual model of groundwater flow beneath the burial ground it was assumed

that Infiltrating water and leachate passing through the vados_ zone would

contact the basalt that extends above the water table, flow laterally across

the basalt surface, and then enter the unconfined aquifer at the nearest

location to the south of the discharge point.

4.3.1 _roundwater Travel T!_s

This section summarizes the groundwater travel times for the unconfined

aquifer that were calculated using the CFESTmodel. Groundwater flow in the

unconfined aquifer was modeled to determine the average groundwater velocity

at each recharge rate and the corresponding travel ttmes in the aquifer to

wells ]00 m and 5000 m from the burial ground, and to the Columl)ia River.

Steady-state flow fields were simulated for site-wide recharge rates of 0.5

and 5.0 cm/yr (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3), which were intended to represent the

range of long-term climatic conditions expected at the Hanford Site (Jacobson

and Freshley 1990).
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Recharge conditions at spectftc locations on the Hanford Stte may vary

significantly from these site-wide averages depending on land use and

vegetation cover. Installations with engineered infiltration barriers would

" be expected to exhibit the lowest long-term recharge rates. A recharge rate

of 6 cm/yr was used to represent Infiltration through the 218-E-1ZB burial

" ground under maxtmumrecharge conditions tn the absence of a protective

barrter. As noted previously, thts ts not substantially different from the

site-wide recharge rate of 5 cm/yr, and provides consistency wtth studies

already completed (Golder Associates, Inc. 1991). Travel ttmes to

downgradtent locations were determined using an effective porosity of 0.1 with

the modeled pore-water veloctty in the unconfined aqutfer. The effective

porostty value of 0.1 (10_) was determined in a previous study of aqutfer

characteristics (Bierschenk 1959) and has been used for most subsequent model

applications Involving the unconfined aqutfer at the Hanford Stte (e.g., DOE

1987).

Streamlines from the burial ground to the river were generated using the

CFESTaqutfer model for each regional recharge rate considered in this

analysis (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Because the 1980s conceptual model of the

aquifer predicted that Hanford formation sediments beneath the burial ground

would be unsaturated, streamlines in the transport model could not begin

dtrectly below the burial ground. As a result, tt was assumedthat the

difference in hydraulic conductivity between the sedimentary formation and the

underlying basalt would cause water Infiltrating downward through the vadose

zone to flow across the top of the basalt unttl tt reaches the unconfined

aqutfer. The basalt formation beneath the burial ground slopes toward the

south. Therefore, several locations to the south of the burial ground were

selected for the transport model as probable points where infiltrating water

could enter the unconfined aqutfer.

Groundwater flow in the unconfined aquifer for the site-wide 0.5-cm/yr

case would be primarily from west to east across the entire Hanford Site, with

streamlines Intersecting the rtver at potnts along the site's eastern boundary

(Ftgure 4.4). The lower water table (Figure 2.4) would also cause more of the
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basalt to be unsaturated. The pemembtltty of the basmlt is several orders of

magnitude lower than that of the overlying Hanford fomatton sediments. In

basalt to be unsaturated. The permeability of the basalt is several orders of

magnitude lonr than that of the overlying Hanford formation sediments. In

the O.5-cm/yr site-wide recharge case, most of the basalt beneath the 200-East

Area would lie above the water table. Under these conditions, water Infil-

trating through the burial ground wms assumed to flow toward the south, along

the interface between the HmnforJ fomatton sediments and the low pemeabtltty

basalt formation, until it reaches the aquifer and enters a stremtube flowing

toward the east or southeast (Figure 4.4). The streultnes (and travel times)

are mdeled beginning at points near the southern boundary of the 200-East

Area. Table 4.Z shows estimated travel times for three locations along each

strealtne based on the CF[ST aquifer model for a site-wide recharge rate of

0.5 cm/yr. Average groundwater travel times tn the unconfined aquifer were

0.57 yr to the lO0-m me11, 59 yr to the 5000-m mell, and 190 yr to the river.

Water table contours for the s|te-wtde 5.0-cm/yr recharge case

(Figure 2.5) indicate that the water table would be higher than fo_:present-

day conditions. This would cause a groundwater divide to develop in the

low-gradient area south of Gable Mountain. The stre,mltnes originating tn

the 200-East Area show that the groundwater flow direction tn the unconfined

aquifer would be generally northward toward the river through the gap between

Gable Butte and Gable Mountain (Figure 4.5). Travel-time values for three

locations along each streamline for a 5.0-cm/yr recharge rate are provided in

Table 4.3. Average groundwater travel times in the unconfined aquifer were

0.51 yr to the lO0-m well, 2.4 yr to the 5000-m well, and 29 yr to the rtver.

Aquifer simulations for the two _egtonal recharge rates predicted

markedly different groundwater flow patterns in the unconfined aquifer. This

occurs because the regtonal recharge rate detemtnes both the hydraulic

gradients within the unconfined aquifer and the _evel of the water table with

respect to the basalt that underlies the a((utfer. This especially affects the

estimated travel times to the 5000-m well and to the Columbta River. At the

O.5-cm/yr recharge rate, bedrock beneath the burtal ground ts exposed and

nearby groundwater is predicted to flow toward the east or southeast.
a
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_J_BJ,f,_4._Z, Travel Times Along Znd|v|dual Streamlines in the Unconfined
Aquifer for the 0.5-cm/yr Site-Wide RechargeCase

GroundwaterTravel Ttme_o DownoradJentLocation (Yr)

• StreamltneNo. lO0-mWell 5000-mWell ColumbtaRtver

1 0.57 67 ]80
, 2 0.66 81 180

3 0.86 110 200
4 0.52 56 180
5 0.52 47 190
6 0.42 33 230
7 0.52 37 230
8 0.48 44 160

Average: 0.57 59 190

_J_J,F,..4._. Travel Times Along Individual Streamlines tn the Unconfined
Aqutfer for the 5.0-cm/yr Site-Wide RechargeCase

GroundwaterTravel Time to DownaradtentLocatton (Yr)

Streamline No. lO0-mWell 5000-mWell _01umbtaRtver
1 0.63 1.8 34
2 0.95 2.0 25
3 0.12 2.4 35
4 0.25 3.3 32
5 0.14 2.7 26
6 0.96 2.1 24

Average: 0.51 2.4 29

Groundwatertravel tn the unconfined aqutfer to the lO0-mwell takes between

0.42 and 0.86 yr; however, the flow rate at downgradient locations becomes

muchslower as the hydraulic gradient decreases. At the 5.0-cm/yr recharge

rate, bedrock beneath the burial site is saturated, and groundwater is

ultimately predicted to flow northward through the gap betweenGable Butte and

Gable Hountain. The travel time tn the unconfined aquifer to a ]O0-mwell in

this case ts between0.12 and 0.96 yr. However, the groundwater flow rate

Increases at distant points because it is subject to higher hydraulic
gradients and hydraulic conducttvities as it reaches the 5000-mwell and

. discharges to the ColumbtaRiver.
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In general, groundwater _ravel ttmes through the unconfined aqu4fer are

less affected by recharge rate than are the rates of water Infiltration

through the vadose zone. Travel t|mes 4n the unconfined aqutfer to the lO0-m

well for individual streamtubes reflect the local hydraulic gradients and the

conductivity of the sediments through whtch the streamtube passes. The longer

travel ttmes for someof the streamtubes in the 5.0-cm/yr recharge case

probably reflect the relatively high hydrau14c heads to the north of the

burial ground that would tend to resist groundwater flow tn that direction.

The hydraulic gradients to the south and east are lower and provtde less

resistance to flow at the O.5-cm/yr recharge rate. Average travel times to

the lO0-m well predicted by the unconfined aquifer model for both recharge

rates were virtually 1dent|ca] - 0.51 yr and 0.57 yr - for the htgh- and low-

regional recharge cases, respecttve]y.

4.3.2 Groundwater Velocity

The results of the two-dimensional flow model for the unconfined aqutfer

provide crJttcal 4nput to the one-dJmens|onal TRANSStransport model calcula-

tions, because the estimated groundwater travel ttmes are used to pred|ct the

groundwater (i.e., pore-water) velocity at the lO0-m well, the 5000-.1 well,

and the rtver. The groundwater velocity tn the unconfined aquifer ts crttJcal

to the transport calculation because tt deftnes the volume of water available

for dilution of nickel leaching from the burial ground. Therefore, the

resulting ntckel concentration tn the unconfined aqutfer w11] be inversely

proportional to the calculated groundwater velocity; that is, a htgher

groundwater velocity wJl] result Jn lower nickel concentrations Jn the

unconfined aquifer, and a lower groundwater velocity wil1 result tn higher

ntckel concentrations Jn the unconfined aquifer.

Because the one-dimensional TRANSScode could not accommodatethe

variable groundwater velocities predicted by the CFESTmode] at different

distances from the bur|a] ground, Jt was necessary to choose a single value to

represent the groundwater veloc|ty tn. the unconfined aquifer at all locations

tn order to achieve a fully consistent model. Average velocities for the

0.5- and 5.0-cm/yr recharge rates at the lO0-m well were sJmtlar, at 175 and

197 m/yr, respectively. These values were also wtthJn the range predicted for ',
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the 5000-m well, which was 115 m/yr for a recharge rate of 0.5 cm/yr and

1073 m/yr for the 5.O-cm/yrcase. Thus, the average velocityat the lO0-m

well, or 186 m/yr, was used as input for the TRANSS code in all cases. This

" value was consistentwith the existingCFEST model of the Hanford Site, and it

• should produce a reasonablyconservativeestimateof nickel concentrationin

' the aquifer for the high-recharge case. i

4.3.3 Limitations of the CF[ST G_oundwater Flow Model

The regtonal Hanford Site CFESTmodel generally reproduces the behavior

of the unconfined aquifer at Hanford under current conditions, particularly

for areas where the saturated zone is thicker. However, the CFESTmodel does

not have sufficient resolution to accurately predict local-scale behavior of

th _ aquifer immediately beneath the 218-E-12B Burial Ground. Three conditions

of the unconfined aquifer are described in this document: the current state

of the aquifer (including recharge from site operations), its state under an

enduring low site-wide recharge rate (0.5 cm/yr) in the absence of artificial

recharge, and its state under an enduring high site-wide recharge rate

(5 cm/yr). In the vicinity of the burial ground, groundwater in the uncon-

fined aquifer currently flows west from B Pond, turning north through the gap

between Gable Butte and Gable Mountatn (see Figure Z.3). The simulated

5.0-cm/yr recharge rate mode] also predicts a similar flow pattern. An evalu-

attoR of the regional geology for this study indicated that relatively high

hydraulic heads were measured north of the burial ground. Based on those

hydraulic head measurements, flow in the area north of the burial ground

appears to be toward the southeast, into the burial ground, rather than toward

the northwest (Graham et al. 1984; Rhoads et al. 1992, Appendix A).

The low-recharge simulation predicts desaturation of basalt beneath the

burial ground, in which case infiltrating water would c,)ntact the basalt layer

above the water table and be diverted toward the south. Newcombeet al.

(1972) documentedthe unconfined aquifer prior to the advent of significant

artificial recharge resulting from Hanford operations, indicating that the

• pre-Hanford groundwater flow in the vicinity of the 200 Areas was generally

from west to east, from the Yakima Ridge-UmtanumRidge highland toward the

. ColumbiaRiver. Streamlinesdrawn in the vicinityof the 200 Areas form a
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streamtubewith this generalcharacteristic(BjornstadIggo). A similarflow

field might be expectedto return with the decommissioningof artificial

recharge sourcesat Hanford,such as the B Pond and U Pond. A more complete

descriptionof the HanfordSite hydrologicmodel can be found in Rhoads et al.

(lgg2) and Jacobson and Freshley (lggo).

Using the present version of the CFESTmodel, it is difficult to predict

the exact direction of groundwater flow in the unconfined aquifer beneath the

burial ground for the hypothetical conditions evaluated in this study. Even

if the CFESTmodel were modified to increase its resolution in the region of

the burial ground, uncertainty concerning future recharge rates limits the

accuracy of predicted groundwater flow patterns at distant future times. The

west-to-east flow direction is considered most probable for the 0.5-cm/yr

recharge case, whereas the south-to-north direction is more likely for the

5.0-cm/yr recharge rate (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Nevertheless, these

regional models suffice to provide estimates of nickel transport for the

conditions assumed in this analysis.

4.4 NICKEL TRANSPORT

Nickel transportwas estimatedwith the TRANSS code accordingto the

generalmethodologydescribedin Section4.1. For this analysis,the code was

modified to incorporatea functionfor the distributioncoefficientthat

varieswith groundwaterconcentration. The Freundlichadsorptionisotherm

described in Section 3.3.3 was chosen as the most appropriatemodel for the

subsurfaceconditionsat the burial ground, and this model was added to the

code as an option for calculatingthe distributioncoefficient. Recharge

rates of 0.1 cm/yr, 0.5 cm/yr, and 6 cm/yr were used for the analysis. These

rechargerates were intendedsolely to representflow through soil beneaththe

burial ground. The regionalrechargerates of 5 cm/yr and 0.5 cm/yr used for

the groundwaterflow modelingdescribedin Section4.3 representa range of

values for the HanfordSite as a whole based on a likely range for future

climaticcycles, native vegetation,and human impacton soil surfacesacross

the Hanford Site.
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Basedon a 1650 ft 2 (150 m2) storage area for each buried component,the

0.1-cm/yr recharge rate results in 150 L/yr of water that is assumedto pass

• through theburied componentsand dtssolve ntckel corrosion products up to the

' solubility limit. The 0.5-cm/yr recharge rate results in 770 L/yr of water,

and the 6.0-cm/yr recharge rate results in 9200 L/yr of water contacting each

• component;it was assumedthat this water is available to dissolve nickel

compoundsup to the solubility limit. Consequently, at the higher recharge

rate there is a greater volumeof water available to dissolve nickel from the

components,and a greater quantity of nickel is released to the subsurface
soil and water.

Transport simulations in the unconfined aquifer require information on

the aquifer dimensions in the area of interest. Previous analyses of shallow-

land disposal using the methodsemployedin this study (DOElg87; lgSg) have

evaluated locations on the Hanford Site that were overlying the unconfined

aquifer, rather than an area where the basalt formation could extend above the

Water table as maybe the case for the 218-E-12B Burial Ground(Figure 2.3).

Thosestudies assumeda 5-m thickness for the contaminated aquifer, which
correspondedto the use of a 5-m screened interval in a downgradient well. A

review of available field data (Section 2.3) estimated the thickness of the

saturated zone near the burial ground at between0.6 and 1.3 m. Therefore, it

maybe unreasonableto assume5 mof saturated aquifer under low recharge

conditions (i.e., the 0.5-cm/yr regional recharge rate). Becauseof the

shallow saturated thickness of the aquifer in the vicinity of the burial

ground, a smaller screened interval and an aquifer thickness of 2.5 m were

moreappropriate for this analysis at local recharge rates of 0.1 and

0.5 cm/yr. The 5.0-cm/yr regional aquifer mode] indicated that the aquifer

depth would be sufficient to support a 5-m screenedwell, and the 5-m depth

was assumedfor the high local recharge (6 cm/yr) case.

Release rates of nickel to the subsurface environmentwere estimated in

order to provide source terms for the nickel transport modeling. For HY-80 in

the components,the alloy corrodes at a rate that is higher than the rate at

which the corrosion products can be dissolved in groundwater; therefore, the

corrosion product solubility and the assumedrecharge rates determine the8
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maxtmumrelease rate for nickel. A solubility of 2 nKj/L ntckel for the most

probable corrosion product (ntckel hydroxide) in Hanford groundwater was

recommendedas described in Section 3.4 of this report. Hultiplytng the

solubility by the annual water flux past each componentyields the annual

release of ntckel into the soil column for each component (Table 4.4). The

maximumtotal annual quantity of nickel released from the burial ground was

estimated by multiplying the annual release per component by the number of

components in the disposal array. Under equilibrium conditions, the quanttty

of elemental nickel entering the unconfined aquifer equals that released from

the components.

Total release times for nickel from HY-80 in the buried components

represent the times required to completely dissolve the entire inventory of

nickel corrosion products, which were 1.4 x ]07 yr, 2.8 x 106 yr, and

2.3 x 10s yr for the 0.1-, 0.5-, and 6.0-cm/yr recharge rates, respectively.

For the corrosion-resistant alloys, nickel release rates are assumedto be

controlled by the corrosion rate, which is independent of the groundwater

recharge rate for the purposes of this analysis. In this case, the nickel

release rate depends on the corrosion rate of each alloy and the surface area

exposed to the environment, resulting in total release times ot= 6.2 x 107 yr

for Type 304 stainless steel and 1.3 x 108 yr for Inconel 600. Consequently,
1,

extremely long times are predicted for complete release of elemental nickel

from components in the burial ground.

TABLE4.4. Annual Flux of Nickel into the Soil Column and the Unconfined
Aquifer Beneath the 218-E-128 Burial Ground

MaximumRelease Rate of Elemental Nickel to the
Soil Columnor to the Unconfined Aquifer

(grams per year)

Recharge.Rate Multiple Components
......... (cm/yr) Single Component (4 x 30 Array)

0.1 0.31 37.

0.5 1.5 180.
J

6.0 ]8. 2200.

a
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Release of SgNt to the subsurface environment is controlled by the

corrosion rates of Type 304 stainless steel and Inconel 600. The HY-80 is not

radioactive, and therefore does not contribute to the subsurface radtonucltde

' inventory. The 59Ni is assumedto be evenly distributed throughout the

stainless steel and lnconel in the components; therefore, the total release

' time for these alloys corresponds to that of elemental ntckel. However, the

SSNi inventory undergoes radioactive decay and is reduced to negligible

quantities over the times required for complete corrosion of these more

resistant allws in the components. Therefore, the release rate of SgNt

decreaseswith time after burial from an initialrate of 2 x I0"sCi/yr.

After the metal is in solution,TRANSS models mass transportin the

streamtubeas described in Section 4.1 of this report. The streamtubewidth

was based on the diagonallength throughthe waste disposal area (22 m for

a single componentand 460 m for the array of 120 components),and the stream-

tube height in the aquiferwas based on a 2.5-m or 5.0-m mixing depth for the

low and high regionalrechargecases, respectively. During transport,a

portionof the dissolvednickel was assumedto adsorb to soil in the geologic

units underlyingthe burial site accordingto the Freundlichadsorption

isothermdescribed in Section3.3.3 of this report. This processwould retard

or delay the rate at which nickel would otherwisebe transportedthrough the

vadose zone and the unconfinedaquiferin comparisonwith the groundwater

travel times. Groundwaterconcentrationsin the unconfinedaquiferwere

calculatedat wells located 100 m and 5000 m from the burial site, and the

total annual flux was calculatedfor dischargesto the Columbia River.

4.5 NICKEL CONCENTRATIONS

The resultsof the transportmodeling for nickel migrationappear in

Table 4.5, which presentsthe concentrationsof SgNi(in pCi/L) and total

elementalnickel (in mg/L) at the downgradientwell locationsand nickel

dischargesto the river (in pCi/yr or g/yr) for each source term at three

different rechargerates. Although the componentsinitiallycontain S3Niin

additionto 59Ni,63Niwould not reach the unconfinedaquiferor the river in

l
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TABLE4.5. PeakConcentration of Elemental Nickel or S9Ni in the Unconfined
Aquifer or Flux to the Columbia River Following Release and
Migration from the 218-E-12B Burtal Ground

o

PeakDowngradientGroundwaterConcentration
ii ii H,II i

Single Component Multtple Components
Receptor Recharge .......... (4 X,,,30Array) ,,,

Location Rate ElementalNi S9Ni ElementalNi S9Ni

..... (rag/L) (pCi/L) (rag/L) (pCi,/L)

lO0-m 0.1 3.1E-04 1.0E-15 1.7E-03 5.8E-15
WelI cm/yr

O.5 1.5E-03 1.2E-03 8.6E-03 6. gE-03
cm/yr,

6.0 g.2E-03 3.6E-01 5.1E-02 2.0E+O0
cm/yr

5000-m 0.1 3.1E-04 I.gE-16 1.7E-03 1.8E-15
WelI cm/yr

O.5 1.5E-03 3.6E-04 8.6E-03 2. gE-03
cm/yr

6.0 g.2E-03 I.5E-OI 5.IE-02 I.IE+O0
cm/yr

PeakRiverFlux

ElementalNi S9Ni ElementalNi 59Ni

(9/Yr) (pCi/yr) (g/yr) (pCi/yr)

River O.1 3.1E-01 2.7E-12 3.7E+01 2.1E-Og
cm/yr

O.5 I.5E+O0 I.gE+01 I.8E+02 8.5E+03
cm/yr

6.0 1.8E+01 4.3E+04 2.2E+03 I.3E+07
cm/yr
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measurable quantities because of tts relatively short radtologtcal half-life

(100 yr) relative to the travel ttmes predicted by the transport model.

For a stngle componentsource, SSNtconcentrations at the lO0-m and
t

5000-m wells ranged from 1.9 x 10"Is to 3.6 x 10"1 pet/L, representing

3.1 x 10.4 to 9.2 x 10.3 mg/L of total elemental nickel. Discharge to the

Columbta Rtver ranged from 2.7 x 10"12 to 4.3 x 104 pCt/yr (3.1 x 10"1 to

].8 x 101 g/yr total ntckel per component). Under these conditions the

maxtmumconcentration tnrtver water would be 4.3 x 10"1° pCt/L,

(1.8 x 10"1° mg/L total ntckel), based on an annual average flow rate of

I x 1014 L/yr. The peak flux of elemental ntckel ts equivalent to the annual

amount of ntckel assumedto leach from each component (see Table 4.4),

indicating that mass balance was maintained in the simulations after

equt]tbrtum conditions were establtshed.

The maximumconcentrations and discharge rates of sent peaked at times on

the order of tens to hundreds of thousands of years (Table 4.6). Because the

travel times associated with the lower recharge rates are long relative to the

radtologtcal half-life of SSNt (76,000 years), radioactive nickel concentra-

tions decrease substantially over time compared with those of total elemental

nickel. The values reported in Table 4.6 represent the ttme requtred for smNt

to travel through the vadose zone to the unconfined aqutfer plus travel time

in the aquifer to the indicated downgradtent location.

For the componentarrays, concentrations in the unconfined aquifer and

releases to the river were calculated for 120 components (Table 4.5). Lower

nickel concentrations at downgradtent wells were predicted for the lower

recharge rates because a smaller volume of water would contact the components

annually. Concentrations in the unconfined aquifer ranged from 1.8 x 10"is to

2.0 pCi/L SSNi (1.7 x 10-3 to 5.1 x 10-2 mg/L total nickel). Discharges to the

Columbia River ranged from 2.1 x 10"9 to 1.3 x 107 pCt/yr SSNi (3.7 x 10J to )

2.2 x ]03 g/yr total nickel), resulting in a maximumsurface water concentra-

tion of 1.3 x 10"7 pCi/L s9Ni (2.2 x 10-8 mcj/L total nickel). Plots of

. concentration versus time at each receptor locatton or release to the Columbia

River for the 120 component arrays are shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.8.
w
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I_J.L.4._i,Timeof PeakS_NlConcentrationin the UnconfinedAquiferor
MaximumFluxto the ColumbiaRiverFollowingReleaseand Migration
fromthe 218-E-12BBurialGround

Timeto PeakDowngradientConcentration
........... (years)

l

Receptor Recharge SingleComponent MultipleComponents .
Location Rate ..... {4 X 30 Array)

ElementalNI 59NI ElementalNi S)Nl
i ii fl i i i - i i

lO0-m O.I 4.0E+06 4.0E+06 4.0E+06 4.0E+06
Well cm/yr

O.5 8. OE+05 8oOE+05 8. OE+05 8. OE+05
cm/yr

6.0 7.1E+04 6. gE+04 6.9E+04 6.8E+04
, cm/_r ....................

5000-m 0.1 4.3E+06 4.2E+06 4.2E+06 4.1E+06
WelI cm/yr

O.5 g. gE+05 g.3E+05 g.4E+05 8. gE+O5
cm/yr

6.0 2.0E+05 1.6E+05 1.6E+05 1.3E+05
cm/yr, , , ,

River O.l 4.7E+06 4.7E+06 4.5E+06 4.4E+06
cm/yr

O.5 1.3E+06 I.3E+06 I.2E+06 I.IE+06
cm/yr

6.0 4.2E+05 3. gE+05 3.2E+05 2.9E+05
cm/yr
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59Ni Elemental Nickel

6.0E-15 ........... 1.6E-03_
, 5.0E-15

' 01_3.0E.15 i 8.0E'O4F [
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Time(thousandsofyears) Time(thousandsofyears)

d

7.0E-03 _ - -

_6.0E-03 . _ 8.0E-03 -_5.0E-03 " 6.0E-03 -

0.5 _4.0E-03 - _ -

cm/yr_3.0E..03 _= 4.0E-03
2.0E-03
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¢: 1 5E+O0 c

6.0o • o
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• | -
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Time(thousandsofyears) Time(thousandsofyears)

S9404021.5

FIGURE4.6. Concentrationat the lO0-mWell of 59NIandTotal Elemental
• Nickelfora 120-ComponentArray
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59NI Elemental Nickel
i i i i i,ii iiii i i i [i ii i

ii ii i ii ii
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/
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8.0E-03 -
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FIGURE 4.7. Concentration at the 5000-m Well of 59Ni and Total Elemental
Nickel for a 120-Component Array
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59Ni Elemental Nickel
.................... 4.oE,o .....
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. _:IGURE 4.8. Discharge to the Columbia River of 59Ni and Total Elemental
• Nickel for a 120-Component Array
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4.6 DISCUSSIONOF GROUNDWATERHODEL[NG

The results of thts analysts are basedon a relatively simplified

theoretical model, and on available information about the phystcal and

chemtcal environment surrounding the burial ground. There are areas of

uncertainty, both tn the model ttself and tn the parametersused by the model

to producequantitative estimates of nickel concentrations in surface- and

groundwaterdowngradtentfrom the burta] site. An attempt has been madeas

part of this study to perform a credtble but conservative evaluation and to

determine accut'ate values for parameters that are crtttcal to the analysts

(ntcke] solubility and adsorption coefficients, for example). However, there
are elements less amenableto laboratory or fteld analysts that influence the

results obtained from the model, as discussed in this section.

Oneelement of uncertainty in the transport calculations ts the nature

of the future hydrological environment, particularly the direction in which
groundwater tn the unconfined aquifer will flow in the absenceof artificial

recharge from the 200 Areas. This uncertainty is reflected in the transport

model by the cross-sectional area used to represent the streamtube. The

streamtube approach is a simplified representation of the water column+.hat

would transport dissolved nickel from the burial groundto the river. The

model used for this analysts did not consider lateral dispersion of nickel

within the streamtube; therefore, its width and depth were assumedto be

constant along the entire length. The streamtube dimensionsassumedfor the

transport modeldirectly affected the estimated nickel concentrations tn

groundwater because, at a given recharge rate, they determined the volumeof

water tnto which the dissolved nickel was ultimately diluted. In this model,

the depth of the streamtube was set at a constant 2.5 m or 5.0 m as appro-

priate for each recharge case, and the width was taken to be the longest
dimensionof the burial ground perpendicular to the predicted direction of

groundwater flow in the unconfined aquifer. Potential widths of the stream-

tube for the 120-componentarray ranged from 61 m along the narrow axis of the

burial groundto 460 m along the diagonal.

For all simulations, the diagonal dimensionof the 4-by-30 array (460 m)
was used for the streamtube width, which is consistent with the results of the

i
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CFESTmodel (dlscussed In Sectlon 4.3) and the current reglonal hydrology

(discussed tn Sectton 2.3), which predtcts groundwater flow tn the unconfined

. aqutfer to be generally north or south and roughly perpendicular to the

, dtagonal of the burtal ground (Ftgure 2.3). However, the limitations of the

CFESTmdel, described tn Sectton 4.3.3, tmply that groundwater could flow tn

• alternate directions under some conditions. Although ttts less probable over

the short term than the north or south direction predicted by the current

aqutfer mdel, flow tn an alternative direction would result tn a htgher

estimated groundwater concentration for ntckel because the corresponding wtdth

of the streamtube tn the transport model would be reduced. A narrower

streamtube wou]d decrease the quanttty of water tn whtch leachate from the

burtal ground would be dtluted; therefore, ntckel concentrations tn the

unconfined aqutfer would tncrease tn proportion to the reduction tn streamtube
wtdth.

The values tn Table 4.5 can be used to determine the predicted ntckel

concentration for any groundwater flow direction by multtply4ng them by the

ratto of the burtal ground dtagonal length (460 m) to the dtmensto_

perpendicular to the assumed flow direction. A flow direction from west to

east along the length of the burtal ground ytelds the maxtmumesttmate ustng

thts procedure. In that case, the values tn Table 4.5 would be multiplied by

the ratto of the burtal ground dtagonal length (460 m) to tts wtdth (61 m), or

a factor of 7.6. The ratio corresponding to any other assumedgroundwater

flow direction would be smaller. The estimated travel times to downgradtent

locations, the quantity of ntcke] leached from the burial ground, and the

estimated maxtmummass of nickel entering the Columbta River annually would

not be affected because they are independent of the streamtube configuration.

Another uncertainty tn thts analysts ts the possibility that geologic

and hydrologic conditions may be transformed by natulral phenomenaover the

very long time span required for transport of ntckel to downgradient

locations. DOE (1987) reported on studies by Cratg (a) and Craig and Hanson

• (1985) describing the potential for ice-age flooding that could affect the
I

-_ i1,, i i

(a) Cratg, R. G. 1983. "Analysis of Ice-Age Flooding from Lake Htssoula."
" Unpublished report, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.
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Hanford Stte as a result of cltmate change over approximately the next

50,000 yr. Those studtes documentedevtdence concerning the effects of

floodtng due to the catastrophic release of Ice-Impounded water from Lake

Mtssoula. Durtng the floods, tt was estimated that as much as 2000 km3 of

water flowed through the Pasco aastn over a pertod of a few weeks. A rela-

tively weak tee age that ts predicted tn about 15,000 yr would not ltkely

generate floodtng of that volume; therefore, DOE (1987) dtd not constder

glactal floodtng as a potential release mechanism for hazardous wastes butted

at the Hanford Stte durtng the next lO,O00yr. However, those studtes

predicted a recurrence tnterval of 40,000 to 50,000 yr for major floodtng

events of thts magnitude, whtch is comparable to the mtntmumttmes requtred

for ntckel to reach the water table tn thts analysts.

The posstble fate of butted wastes was also examtned by those studtes.

The ftrst wave of a major g3actal flood could scour the extsting sedimentary

depostts to a considerable depth; however, the sediments would ltkely be

redeposited tn the Pasco Basin. The flood waters could potentially scour out

the buried components, the sotl column, and porttons of the aqutfer as well.

Any nickel in solutton would also be dtluted by a significant volume of flood

water. Wtth regard to dtsposal of radioactive wastes at Hanford, DOE (1987)

concluded that "the radtological consequences of a glacial flood would not

appear Important in contrast to the effects of the flood Itself." In thts

case, a similar conclusion would seem reasonable for ntckel in the event of

such a flood. The residual tmpact of ntckel tn the components would be

expected to be insignificant comparedwith the effects of the flood itself.

4.7 SOURCESOF CONSERVATISMIN THE GROUNDWATERANDTRANSPORTNODELS

This evaluation was conducted using a relatively simple screening modsl

to obtain order-of-magnitude estimates for nickel concentrations in the

unconfined aquifer. As a result, the analyses of groundwater flow and

nickel transport were necessarily simplified in several respects to make the

simulation possible. Although the simulated groundwater flow directions, as
i

described in secttons 4.3.3 and 4.6, did not produce the most conservative

results, the overall evaluation was conservative because of the nature of the
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medel and the assumptions made regard4ng other parameters. The major sources

of conservatism tn the analysts are described tn the fo]low!ng sections.

' 4.7.i Ntckel Release Slsed op Solubility LlmJt of Nickel and Corrosion Rates
m

The release rates for elemental nickel tn this analysis assume that all

, water infiltrating the sotl proftle associated wtth each buried component

would come tnto contact wtth metal, and that the groundwater would reach

equilibrium wtth the ntckel corrosion products from HY-80 tn the components.

Thts results tn solutton entertng the vadose zone at the solubility 11mlt of

ntckel. In reallty, groundwater contacting the components would not all be

exposed to HY-80 corrosion products, nor would tt necessarily reach the

solubility 11mtt for ntckel tn solution. Although these assumptions simpli-

fied the simulation, they resulted tn htgher predicted release rates and

do_mgradtent water concentrations than would actually be expected.

The corrosion rates assumedfor Type 304 stainless steel and Intone1 600

also provtded conservative estimates of the release rates for SSNt. The

corrosion resistance of these alloys ts due to formation of a protective

passtve ]a)'er at the metal Interface wtth the external environment. The

estimated corrosion rates were based on values reported tn the literature for

more aggressive env!ronments that dtsrupt the protective layer and allow

corrosion of the alloy to proceed. In the Hanford subsurface environment, the

passtve layer would be more 11kely to rematn tntact, resulting tn lower

corrosion rates than those assumedfor thts analysts.

4.7.2 Hydraulic

Thts analysts dtd not account for the effect of a Resource Conservation

and Recovery Act (RCRA) barrter that may be placed over the metal components

tn the burtal ground, nor was water flow and ntckel adsorption simulated tn

the backftll matertal that would surround and overlte the metal components.

The RCRAbarrter would be composedof a geosynthetic membraneand natural,

relatively Impermeable clay materials, and tt would act as an underground

, umbrella to shteld the components from large amounts of Infiltrating water.

Any water shed by the RCRAbarrter would be redirected to sotls outstde the

' waste dtsposal area, thus reductng the amount of Infiltration that could
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contact the componentsas long as the barrier remains intact. The clay

material used for the barrier is often characterized by its saturated

hydraulic conductivity, Ks. The barrier is designed to divert infiltrating

waterat rechargeratesthatexceedKs, andwouldbe expectedto transmit

water at recharge rates lower than, or equal to, Ks.

Excludingthe hydraulicinfluenceof theRCRA barrierin this analysis

of waterflowand nickeltransportis expectedto overestimateboththe

quantityof watercontactingthe componentsandthe concentrationandmass

fluxof nickelin thewatercarriedaway fromtheburialsiteduringthe

functionallifeof the barrier• Evenafterthe geosyntheticmembranefails,

the naturalbarriermaterial,alongwith any surfacevegetationthatmay be

present,couldcontinueto divertinfiltratingwater. Therefore,the models

employedin thisanalysisshouldbe conservativeforthe earlypost-disposal

period,particularlyat the 6-cm/yrrechargerate,becausethe influenceof

the RCRA barrierwouldbe greaterat the higherinfiltrationrate. Although

the barrierhas a minimumdesignlifeof approximately30 yr, the processes

thatwouldact to degradeor alterthe performanceof the RCRAbarrieroccur

oververy longtimeperiods,and the effectivelifeof the barrierin situ

shouldbe considerablygreaterthan itsminimumdesignlife. However,the

performanceof the barrieris highlyuncertainoverthe verylongtime spans

requiredfor releaseof nickelfromthe components;therefore,the potential

hydraulicinfluenceof the RCRAbarrierwas not includedin thisanalysis.

4.7.3 RecharqeRatewith a Protec%iveBarrier

A protectivemultilayeredsoil/rockbarriersystemis alsobeing

consideredfor use in shallow-landburialsitesat Hanford. Thisbarrieris

of a differentdesignthanthe RCRAmembraneand claycoverdiscussedin

Section4.7.2,and the protectivebarriermay be installedeitherwithor

withoutthe additionalRCRAcover. The protectivebarriercouldpotentially

eliminatewaterinfiltrationover hundredsor eventhousandsof years(DOE

1987). In addition,it wouldbe designedto minimizewind and watererosion

and to providea deterrentto animalor humanintrusionoverthe longterm.

. However,degradationof the barrieris likelyto occurduringthe time spans
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considered Jn this analysis, and there is substantial uncertainty in

predicting tts effectiveness over these very long periods.

• Analyses conducted to date have shown that a barrier constructed with

appropriate materials should not permit any deep recharge at double the rates

assumedfor this analysis. However, the present estimate of recharge through

the barrier (i.e., 0.1 cm/yr) was used for transport modeltng because of three

considerations: 1) field measurement instruments always introduce measurement

error (thus, absolute zero recharge cannot be measured); 2) computer simula-

tions of barrier performance always introduce round-off and truncation error

(thus, absolute zero recharge cannot be based solely on computer simulation);

and 3) uncertainty in stochastic aspects of both the climate and barrier

performance give rise to low-probability scenarios, such as a sequence of

high-precipitation years, which may cause water to drain through the barrier

system. The high precipitation scenario was hypothesized to result in 5 cm of

recharge through the barrier over a lO0-yr period, which amountsto an average

of 0.05 cm/yr of long-term recharge. This is the performance objective of the

barrier system; therefore, use of 0.1 cm/yr as the estimated recharge rate

through the protective barrier in the model represents a conservative treat-

ment of this low-probability scenario during the life of the barrier. The

O.5-cm/yr and 6.0-cm/yr recharge rates used to represent long-term climatic

conditions at the burial site in the absence of an engineered barrier may also

be considered to represent the situation that would occur if a barrier were;

initially installed, but had degraded over time.

4.7.4 Omission of Lateral Or Transverse DisDersion

In reality, lateral dispersion within the vadose zone could result in

lower peak concentrations of nickel in solution compared with those predicted

by the one-dimensional streamtube model used for this analysis. This would

decrease the concentration of nickel in the groundwater at some points in the

unconfined aquifer and increase it at other locations. Therefore, the long-

term release scenario could result in somevadose zone water reaching the

• water table at a concentration below the solubility limit. This analysis was

conservative in the assumption that a11 vadose zone water will move vertically
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downwardand is not mixed laterally with the adjacent clean water, eventually

reaching the water table at the estimated solubility concentration for nickel.

Lateral dispersion within the unconfined aquifer could also result in

lower peak concentrations of nickel at the 5000-mwell and in water discharg-

ing to the ColumbiaRiver, although it would not affect the total quantity of

nickel entering the river annualrly. Currently, the streamtube model embodied

in the TRANSScode neglects all transverse or lateral dispersion. Estimated

nickel concentrations at a lO0-m well would probably not be reduced signifi-

cantly by using a multidimensional transport and dispersion modelof the

unconfined aquifer becauseof the proximity of the well to the waste site.

However, omission of lateral dispersion probably resulted in conservative

estimates for nickel concentrations at the more distant downgradient
locations.

4.7.5 Extent of Basalt Abovethe Water Table

Several uncertainties exist in the current modelof the unconfined

aquifer, making it difficult to estimate the extent of basalt abovethe water

table in the vicinity of the 218-E-12B Burial Ground. The uncertainty in the

model for the burial ground is due to the. limited information available on

water levels andon the geometry of the geologic units in the area, as well

as the current lack of spatial resolution in the groundwater flow model.

Currently, the waste water disposal operation at B Pondhas a signifi-

cant influence on the water table in the vicinity of the 218-E-12B Burial

Ground. In this area of the site, the unconfined aquifer is located in the
lowest sequenceof the Hanford formation and is estimated to be less than 3-m

thick. A comparison of pre-Hanford water levels (Newcombeeta]. 1972) to

current water levels (Evanset al. lg88) in the area indicates that the

presence of groundwater in the Hanford formation immediately below the burial

site mayresult from liquid discharges to B Pond. Whenthe liquid discharges

to B Pondare discontinued as a result of decommissioning200-East Area facil-

ities, the water table will drop and the basalt formation beneath the burial

groundmay again extend abovethe water table. The bottomof the Hanford

formation is considered to be the base of the unconfined aquifer in the
t

immediate vicinity of the burial groundbecausethe saturated hydraulic
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conductivity of the underlying basalt is several orders of magnitude lower

than that of sediments in the Hanford formation. Therefore, the basalt is

assumedto be relatively impermeable compared with the sedimentary strata

, overlying it. The current model was established in the mid-1980s, and only

recently have data been available to improve our knowledge of the interface

betweenthese formations near the burial ground.

The current model of groundwater flow in the unconfined aquifer, which

is based on the CFESTcode, is two-dimensional and does not incorporate varia-

tions in the vertical dimension• The model is also regional in scale and does

not contain sufficient resolution to represent local features in the vicinity

of the burial ground. It was designed to reproduce groundwater flow and con-

taminant transport phenomenato the south and east of the separations facil-

ities located in the 200-East Area, and to the north of facilities located in

the 200-West Area. The principal inconsistency with newly available data has

been the model's prediction of a significant expanse of basalt above the water

table• Additional conservatism is added to the TRANSStransport calculations

because of the approach taken to estimate the time required for infiltrating

water to move downslope off the basalt surface and drain into the unconfined

aquifer• This analysis neglected travel time required for water to traverse

the relatively impermeable surface of the bedrock and enter the unconfined

aquifer. This approach to estimating a segment of the overall travel time

fromsource to downgradient locations was adopted because of uncertainty about
the extent of basalt above the water table.

4.8 SUMMARY

Estimates of nickel migration (as SgNi and elemental nickel) from the

burial ground, and the conservative assumptions incorporated into the model-

ing, were described in this section of the report. Although S3Ni would
initially be present in the components, concentrations of this radionuclide

in the unconfined aquifer would be negligible at all times because of the

. long transport times predicted in this analysis. A peak concentration in the
a

unconfined aquifer of 2•0 pCi/L 59Ni (5.1 x 10-2 mg/L elemental nickel) and a

• peak annual release of 1.3 x 10+7 pCi/yr 59Ni (2.2 x 10+3 g/yr elemental
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nickel) to the Columbia River were estimated for the 6.0-cm/yr recharge case.

At the 0.5- or 0.1-cm/yr recharge rates, the maximumgroundwater concentra-

tions and the annual quantity of nickel reaching the river would be signifi- a

cantly lower. The peak concentrations at all recharge rates were not
predicted to occur for tens to hundreds of thousands of years. The results of

the nickel transport analyses indicate that a protective infiltration barrier ,

on the surface of the 218-E-12B Burial Ground could have a significant impact

on the concentrations that are eventually observed in groundwater, if it had a

sufficiently long life span to reduce the infiltration rate for an extended

period of time. However, it is unlikely that any engineered barrier would

provide protection against water infiltration over the time periods that would

be requtred to completely leach nickel from the components (250,000 to over

10 million years in this analysis). The difficulties in predicting perform-

ance of the disposal system over this time result from the absence of long-

term data onthe degradation mechanisms for engineered structures (human

civilization is believed to be less than 10,000 years old), as well as from

the probability of changes in climate and in the geologic structur_ of the

disposal site over both the short and long term. The results of the transport

mode] for very long times (greater than ]00,000 years) are presented in this

document with the provision that they are subject to a high degree of uncer-

tainty because of the potential for geologic change, as discussed in the

preceding sections. However, the uncertainty was addressed in this analysis

by utilizing reasonably conservative assumptions in the transport analysis to

predict future environmental impacts.
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5.0 PUBLICDOSE.IMPACTSASSESSMENTFORNICKELRADIOISOTOPES

• Estimated concentrations of nickel radioisotopes in the unconfined

aquifer, and the quantity of these materials entering the Columbia River, were

• used to determine the potential public tmpacts resulting from disposal of

componentscontaining 59Ni and 63Ni. The potential radiation dose from nickel

isotopes was estimated for maximally exposedindividuals (HI) using well water

at two locations downgradient from the disposal site, and for an individual

who uses water from the ColumbiaRiver downstreamof the groundwater entry

point. A potential collective dose for the downstreampopulation using river
water was also determined.

5.1 INDIVIDUALEXPOSURESCENARIOS

For this analysis, a family farm scenario wasassumedto result in the

maximumpotential dose to a memberof the public basedon EIS documents

recently completedby the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE1987; 1989). In this

scenario water is withdrawn from the river or from a downgradientwell located

at the upper surface of the unconfined aquifer. The withdrawal rate was

assumedto be 1.8 x 107 L/yr, which is basedon irrigating a 2-hectare farm
at a rate of 150 L/mZ-mofor 6 mo/yr.

The quality of well water as it relates to nickel originating at the
disposal site is a function of the fraction of the plume intercepted by the

groundwater well, the rate at which soil water containing radioactive nickel

enters the aquifer, the pumpingrate at the well, and the contaminant concen-

trations in soil water entering the aquifer. It was assumedthat vertical

mixing of the contaminant plumewas limited to the screened interval of the

well (2.5 m for the low-recharge cases and5.0 m for the high-recharge case).
River water quality dependedon the river flow rate and on the flux of

contaminants reaching the river, which in turn was a function of the total

quantity of contaminants at the disposal site and the transport parameters
used to evaluate each case.

For the farm scenario, it was assumedthat an individual operates a farm

• that draws water from a well either lO0 m or 5000 m downgradient from the
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disposal site. This Individual was assumedto drink and to irrigate crops

with well water, producing 100%of his vegetables and animal products on the

farm. The M! was also assumedto live at the site year round, spendinghalf

time out of doors. See AppendixB, Table 1, for a complete listing of param-
eters used to evaluate the dose in this scenario.

Becausecontaminatedgroundwatermayeventually reach the Columbia

River, a scenario was evaluated for the maximally exposedindividual who uses

the river. This individual spendstime swimming,boating, and on the shore-

line, and eats fish caught in the river. In addition, this individual drinks
water from the river, and all the individual's terrestrial and animal food

comesfrom crops irrigated with river water. SeeAppendixB, Table 2, for a

list of parameters relating to this scenario.

5.2 POPULMIONEXPOSURESCENARIO

Becauseof the length of tim required fornickel to reach the river,

the population using water affected by effluents from the disposal .site was

assumedto be within 80 Ionof the disposal site, and to remain at an equi-

librium level of about 3 million people (about 10 times the current popula-

tion) over the 10,000 years included in the analysis. The entire population
was assumedto drink water from the river and to obtain food from local

sources that use river water for irrigation. External exposureto contami-

nated groundand'inhalation of resuspendedsoil were also considered in the

population scenario. Ingestion of fish wasnot included becausethe total

quantity of fish harvested from the most affected portion of the river

(15,000 kg/yr, Woodruff and Hanf 1992) is insufficient to makea significant

contribution to the total dose. The dosecontribution from irrigated

terrestrial foods is several orders of magnitude greater than that from fish

ingestion. See AppendixB, Table 3, for a complete listing of parameters
related to the population scenario.

5.3 DOSIMETRYAND EXPOSUREESTIMATES

Radiationdoseswerebasedon the standarddosimetryassumptions

embodiedin ICRPPublications26, 30, and 48 (1977,Ig79-1982,1986)as
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Implemented tn the GENII computer code (Napter et al. 1988). The code was

used to esttmate dose to the maximally exposed Individual receptors, as well

• as the collective population dose over 10,000 years for downstream residents

e on the rtver. It ts assumedthat pathways to exposure occur from the use of

. contaminated ground- or river water for drinking, and for irrigation of

• terrestrial vegetables and animal fodder. External exposure results from time

spent worktng on irrigated land, and from recreational activities on or near

the rtver. Doses were expressed as the effective dose equivalent (EDE) for

this assessment. The EDE includes the annual external dose, and the committed

tnternal dose accumulated over 50 years following a ]-year tntake period for

tngested Or inhaled radtonucltdes. Thts is the dose currently used for public

dose caiculations and for occupational record keeping by DOEand the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The committed dose is used as a measure of the

potential long-term impact of intakes resulting from accidents and routine
releases.

For the farm scenario, the GENII code was executed using a unit radio-

nucl|de concentration tn groundwater. The resulting dose estimate:per unit

concentration was then multiplied by the estimated peak concentrations in

groundwater for each case. Similarly, the rtver scenario was evaluated for a

untt release of radionuclides to the river, and the result was multiplied by

the estimated peak annual flux.

The DITTY (Dose Integrated over Ten Thousand Years) module of the GENII

code was used to calculate an integrated collective dose to the downriver

population for the peak lO,O00-year period in each case. For the integrated

dose it was assumedthat the population reaches equilibrium at 10 ttmes the

current level (DOE1987). Census data from 1990 for an 80-km zone around the

Hanford Site 300 area were used as the baseline for the downrtver population
estimate.

The entire population was assumedto obtain drinking water from the

river and to consumefood products Irrigated with river water. Because the

. arrival time of ntckel at the water table and the rtver ts tens to hundreds of

thousands of years after initial disposal, dose calculations were made for the

. lO;O00-year pertod beginning at the time of the peak concentration, assuming
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that the peak concentration persisted over the entire period. Because ntckel

concentrations in the river butld up raptdly, followed by a more gradual

decltne, this provides a conservative estimate of population dose integrated

over 10,000 years. The actual time period over which this dose accumulates

will likewise be several tens of thousands of years in the future, the

specific dates depending on transport assumptions for each case. Table 4.6

includes the arrival times of peak flux or concentration for sgNt.

5.4 RESULTSOF DOSE ANALYSES

All radiationdoses resultedfrom exposureto sgNi. The first arrival

time of contaminatedgroundwaterat an individualreceptor location is at

least 68,000 years after disposal. Becauseof the short radiologicalhalf-

life of e3Ni(100yr) relativeto transporttime, the entire inventoryof S3Ni

would decay to negligiblelevels before it could reach the water table. Only

sgNi,with a longer half-lifeof 76,000yr, would be present in significant

quantitiesover the time scale of this analysis.
!

Results of the individualand collectivedose calculationsare shown in

Table 5.1, and listingsof the parametersused in the calculationsare

presentedin AppendixB, Tables I through3. The annual dose to a maximally

exposed individualin the family farm scenariofor a I pCi/L concentration

of sgNiin well water would be 4.8 x 10-4mrem; the correspondingdose

to an individualfor release of I pCi/y to the ColumbiaRiver would be

1.4 x 10-17mrem. The dose estimatesfor unit groundwr_erconcentrations

and surfacewater releaseswere multipliedby the peak concentrationsor

releasespresentedin Table 4.5 to obtain the dose estimatesin Table 5.1.

The potentialannual dose to the NI using groundwaterfrom a well

located 100 m from the full-arraydisposalsite is less than 0.00097mrem/yr

from all pathways. Of this total, the drinkingwater pathway accounts for

less than 0.0003 mrem/yr at the maximumconcentration. The dose for the MI

using a well 5000 m from the disposal site was less than 0.00054mrem/yr, and

an individualusing river water would receivean insignificantdose. The

collectivepopulationdose over 10,000years is less than 0.00053person-rem.

The high end of the dose range represents assumedrelease conditions for a
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_. Peak Dose to the Maximally ExposedIndividual from SgNtin
DowngradientGroundwaterWells and Doseto an Individual or
Collective Population Using the ColumbtaRiver as a Function of

. Release Conditions from the 218-E-12B Burial Ground
i i ii fin, , , , ,,, ,,,uni mnn i ii iiiilil, ijii in nil iii I In ilnl

Peak Doseto a Maximally Exposed
Individual (mrem/yr)

" Receptor Recharge .......................................
Location Rate Stngle Component Multtple Components

............................................ (4X 30 Array) ,
O.1 cm/yr 4.BE-19 2.8E- 18

lO0-m
Well 0.5 cm/yr 5.gE-07 3.3E-06

6.0 cm/yr 1.7E-04 9.7E-04i llll .,,i ,i ii ii ll,i i i i.,i ill

0.1 cm/yr g. 1E-Z0 8.6E-19
5000-m
Well 0.5 cm/yr 1.7E-07 1.4E-06

...... 6,.,0cm/yr , , 7.4E-05, , ,5.4E-04

O.l cm/yr <l.OE-20 <I.OE-ZO

0.5 cm/yr 2.6E-16 1.2E-13River

6.0 cm/yr........ 6.0E-13il 1.8E-IO "
. I

10,O00-YearCollectiveDoseto Columbia
.. .RiverPopulation(person-rein) ....

0.1 cm/yr <l.OE-20 9.4E-20

O.5 cm/yr 8. OE-10 3.8E-07River
6.0 cm/yr 1. gE-06 5.3E-04
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more humid climate than currently exists, a htgh groundwater recharge rate,

and an array of 120 components tn the disposal site. Thts combination

represents the most conservative set of assumptions used tn the analysis and

provides a htgh-end estimate of the dose to an Individual or population. The

low end of each dose range is based on an artd cltmate stmtlar to existing

conditions wtth a lower groundwater recharge rate. These assumptions reflect

the more probable set of conditions based on experimental data presented in

the previous sections.

The potential dose received by the HI vta the family farm scenario in

the future can be compared to the dose received by an individual in the local

area frqm natural background radiation today. The HI may receive an annual

dose of up to 0.001 mremat a time 68,000 years after disposal. For perspec-

tive, exposure to natural background radiation today results tn an annual per

capita effective dose equivalent of about 300 mrem/yr, wtth naturally occur-

rlng radon and Its radioactivedecay products accountingfor two-thlrdsof

the total (about200 mrem/yr averagein the United States). Anthropogenic

(man-made)sourcescontributeanother65 mrem/yr, of which medicalexposure

accountsfor approximately53 mrem/yr averagedover the U.S. population

(NCRP1987).

The maximumcollective dose to the downriver population over

10,000 years would be 0.00053 person-rem assuming that the population had

reached an equilibrium ]evel of about 3 million residents using the river.

The estimated collective dose from disposal site effluents is manj orders of

magnitude lower than the collective dose to 3 million people from natural

background radiation, which amounts to approximately 9 billion person-rem over

10,000 years (based on an average individual dose of 300 mrem/yr). The col-

lective dose from 59Ni is also substantially lower than the dose that would be

expected to result in a single cancer fatality (2000 person-rem) over this

lO,O00-year period.

5.5 SUNHARYOF DOSEAss[SSNENT

For this analysis, concentrations of radioactive nickel in the uncon-

fined aquifer and the Columbia River were evaluated using standard dosimetric t
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methods. Even for the most conservative set of assumptions tn the analysts,

predicted levels of radtonucltdes would not be expected to exceed current

, applicable state or federal guidelines.
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APPENDIXB

INPUTPARAMETERSANDRI_,SULT,$OF RADIOLOGICALDOSECALCULATIONS
FORINDIVIDUALSANDPOPULATIONSUSINGTHEGENII CONPUTERCODE
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TABLEB._. Unit DoseCalculation Parameters for an Individual
Using WellWater

ParameterDescription ParameterValueor Setting

Input Data Files and Software Libraries

Inputfile name:FARMUNIT.in
2-14-gz

GENIIDefaultParameterValues
(28-Mar-g0RAP)

RadionuclideMasterLibrary
(11-2e-9o RAP)

Food"TransferFactorLibrary
(RAP29-Aug-88)

BioaccumulationFactorLibrary
(30-Aug-88) RAP

External DoseFactors for GENII ...
(e-May-g0RAP)

InternalDose Increments,PNLSolubility
ChoicesRerun(12-3-90PDR)

Scenario Description

Scenario Type: Near Field

Release: Chronic

Dose to: Individual

ExposurePathways: Ground, external
Inhalation uptake
Drinking water ingestion
Terrestrial foods ingest.
Animal product ingestion

Exposureand DoseCalculation Times

Intake Period: 1 year
,' DoseCommitmentPeriod: 50 years
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TABLEB.1. (cont.)

......... parameter Descriptio n ...... Parameter Value or Setting
t

Basic Concentrations in EnvironmentalMedia _roundwater

Ni-59 1.0 pCt/L

NeapFteld Parameters

Fraction of roots in upper soil ].0

External Exposure

Hours of exposure to ground contamination 4.4E+03
Residential irrigation source 1

1-ground water
2-surface water

Residential irrigation application rate 4.0E+01
(in./yr)

Residentialirrigationduration(mo/yr) 6.0E+O0

Inhalation Exposure

Hours of inhalation exposure per year 8.8E+03
Resuspensionmodel: ]

1-MassLoading
2-Anspaugh

Mass loadingfactor(g/m3) 1.0E-04

Drinking Water Sourceand Irrigation

Drinking water consumptionrate (1/yr) 7.3E+02
Drinkingwatersource: ]
]-ground
2-surface
3-system

Drinkingwatertreatment:T/F F
Drinkingwatertransit/holduptime (d) 0.0
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TABLEB.1. (cont.)

ParameterDescription ParameterValueOr Settin9

Terrestrial Food Production --IRRIGATION-- GROWe

S RATE TIME TIMEYIELD
' FoodType: * in./yrmo/yr d kg/#

Leafy Vegetables 1 35.0 6.0 go.o 1.5
Other Vegetables 1 40.0 6.0 90.0 4.0
Fruit 1 35.0 6.0 90.0 2.0
Cereal 1 35.0 5.0 90.0 0.8

Terrestrial FoodIngestion ,CONSUMPTION-
HOLDUPRATE

FoodType: d kg/yr
m.m.

Leafy Vegetables 1.0 3.0E+01
Other Vegetables 5.0 1.8E+02
Fruit 5.0 3.3E+02
Cereal 5.0 8.0E+01

* IrrigationSource:
l-groundwater
2-surfacewater

Animal FoodProduction STOREDFEED
-IRRIGATION-- GROW
S RATE TIME TIMEYIELp

FoodType: * in./yr mo/yr d kg/m°

Meat 1 35.0 6.0 90.0 0.80
Poultry 1 0.0 0.0 go.o 0.80
Milk (Cow) 1 47.0 6.0 30.0 2.00
Eggs 1 0.0 0.0 90.0 0.80

-STOREDFEED- DRINKING
DIET STOR- WATER
FRAC- AGE CONTAM.
TION d FRACTION

Meat 0.25 180.0 1.00
Poultry 1.00 180.0 1.00
Milk (Cow) 0.25 100.0 1.00
Eggs 1.00 180.0 1.00

P
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TA_I_E B.1. (cont.)

ParameterDescription ParameterValueor Settin9

Animal FoodProduction (cont.) FRESHFORAGE .
--IRRIGATION--GROW
S RATE TIME TIME YIEL(_
* in./yrmo/yr d kg/m°

m_m_ m_

Meat I 47.0 6.0 45.0 2.00
Milk (Cow) I 47.0 6.0 30.0 1.50

-FRESHFORAGE-
DIET STOR-
FRAC- AGE
TION d

Meat 0.75 I00.0
Milk (Cow) 0.75 0.0

.....HUMAN......
AnimalFoodIngestion CONSUMPTION

RATE HOLDUP
FoodType: kg/yr d

Meat 8.0E+O1 15.0
Poultry I.8E+01 1.0
Milk (Cow) 2.7E+02 1.0
Eggs 3.0E+01 1.0

* IrrigationSource:
]-groundwater
2-surfacewater
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TABLE B.2. Unit Dose CalculationParametersfor an IndividualUsing Water from
the ColumbiaRiver

...... Parame,ter ,Descr!ption ........... parameter Valu e or setting,,

Input Data Ftles and Software Libraries

. Input file name: RIVRUNIT.in 2-14-92

GENII Default ParameterValues (28-Mar-gORAP)

RadionuclideMaster Library (11-28-90RAP)

Food Transfer Factor Library- (RAP 29-Aug-88)

BioaccumulationFactor Library
(30-Aug-88) RAP

External Dose Factors for GENII ...
(8-May-90RAP)

InternalDose Increments,PNL Solubility
ChoicesRerun (12-3-90PDR)

Scenario Description

Scenario Type: Far Field
Release: Chronic
Dose to: Individual
Transport Mode: Surface Water

Exposure Pathways: Ground, external
Recreation, external
Inhalation uptake
Drinkingwater ingestion
Aquatic foods ingestion
Terrestrialfoods ingest.
Animal product ingestion

Exposure and Dose Calculation Times

Release Period: 1 year
Intake Period: I year
Dose CommitmentPeriod: 50 years
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_. (cont.)

Parameter Descript-ton Parameter Value or Setting

ReleaseTerms Surface water .

Hi-5g 1.0 pCi/yr
4

Surface Water Transport

Mixing ratio model: 0
O-use value
1-river
2-lake
3-river _low

Transittimeto irrigatlonwithdrawal(h) O.OE+O0
Averageriverflowrate (m°/sec) 3.0E+03
Mixingratio(dimensionless) I.OE+O0

External Exposure

Hoursof exposureto groundcontamination 4.4E+03
Residential irrigation source: 2

1-ground water
Z-surface water

Residential irrigation application rate 4.0E+01
(in./yr)

Residentialirrigationduration(mo/yr) 6.OE+O0
Hoursof exposurefrom swimming I.OE+O2
Hoursof exposurefrom boating I.OE+O2
Hoursof exposurefrom shorelineactivities S.OE+O2
Shoreline type: I
l-river
Z-lake
3-ocean
4-tidal basin

Surface water transit ttme to 8.0E+O0
recreational site (h)

Inhal atton Exposure

Hours of inhalation exposureper year 8.8E+03
Resuspensionmodel: 1

1-MassLoading
2-Anspaugh

Massloading factor (g/m3) 1.0E-04 J
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TABLEB.2. (cont.)

ParameterDescription ParameterValue or Settin 9

._ Drtnking Mater Sourceand Irrigation

Drinkingwaterconsumptionrate (L/yr) 7.3E+02
Drinkingwatersource: 2
l-ground
2-surface
3-system

Drinkingwatertreatment: F
T = Yes
F - No

Drinkingwatertransit/holduptime (d) 0.0

Aquatic Food Ingestion -CONSUMPTION-TRANSIT
HOLDUPRATE TIME

FoodType: d kg/yr h

Fish 1.0 4.0E+01 1.0

Terrestrial FoodProduction --IRRIGATION--GROW
S RATE TIME TIME YIELp

FoodType: * in./yrmo/yr d kg/m"

Leafy Vegetables 2 35.0 6.0 go.o 1.5
Other Vegetables 2 40.0 6.0 90.0 4.0
Fruit 2 35.0 6.0 go.o 2.0
Cereal 2 35.0 6.0 90.0 0.8

Terrestrial Food Ingestion -CONSUMPTION-
HOLDUPRATE

FoodType: d kg/yr

Leafy Vegetables 1.0 3.0E+01
Other Vegetables 5.0 1.8E+02
Fruit 5.0 3.3E+02
Cereal 5.0 8.0E+01
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TABLEB.2, (cont.)

......... Parameter Description Parameter Value or Settin 9
Antmal FoodProduction STOREDFEED

-IRRIGATION-- GROW ",
S RATE TIME TIME YIELD

FoodType: * in./yrmo/yr d kg/m° ,

Meat 2 35.0 6.0 90.0 0.80
Poultry 2 35.0 6.0 90.0 0.80
Milk (Cow) 2 47.0 6.0 30.0 2.00
Eggs 2 35.0 6..0 90.0 0.80

-STOREDFEED- DRINKING
DIET STOR- WATER
FRAC- AGE CONTAM.
TION d FRACTION

Meat 0.25 180.0 1.00
Poultry 1.00 180.0 1.00
Milk (Cow) 0.25 100.0 1.00
Eggs 1.00 180.0 1.00

FRESHFORAGE.......
-- IRRIGATIONs-GROW
S RATE TIME TIME YIELD
• in./yr mo/yr d kg/m°

Meat 2 47.0 6.0 45.0 2.00
Milk (Cow) 2 47.0 6.0 30.0 1.50

-FRESHFORAGE-
DIET STOR-
FRAC- AGE
TION d

Meat 0.75 100.0
Milk (Cow) 0.75 0.0 .!.
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TABLEB.2. (cont.)

...... param,e,,te,r,.,Description ..........Pa,,rameterValue Or Setting

- .... HUHAN.....
Antmal Food Ingestion CONSUHPTION

RATE HOLDUP
FoodType: kg/yr d

Heat 8.0E+01 15.0
Poultry 1.8E+01 1.0
Hilk (Cow) 2.7E+02 1.0
Eggs 3.0E+01 1.0

* ]rrigation Source:
1-groundwater
2-surface water
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TABLEB.3. DoseCalculationParametersfor CollectivePopulationUsingWater
fromthe ColumbiaRiver

Parameter Description ...... Parameter Va!ueor settin_ .

Input Data Files and Software Libraries

Inputfilename:DITTY.in 11-22-92

RadionuclideMasterLibrary (11-28-g0RAP)

FoodTransferFactorLibrary- (RAP 2g-Aug-88)

BioaccumulationFactorLibrary- (30-Aug-88)RAP

ExternalDoseFactorsforGENII...(8-May-gORAP)

DITTYInternalDose Factors,PNLSolubility
ChoicesRerun12-3-90PDR

Scenario Description

ScenarioType: Far Field
Release: Chronic
Doseto: Population .
TransportMode: SurfaceWater

ExposurePathways: Ground,external
Recreation,external
Inhalationuptake
Drinkingwateringestion
Aquaticfoodsingestion
Terrestrialfoodsingest.
Animalproductingestion

Exposure and DoseCalculation Times

ReleasePeriod: I0,000years
IntakePeriod: 10,000years
DoseCommitmentPeriod: 50 years

Re]ease Terms Surface water

Ni-59 Case-specific release rates
from groundwater transport
model (pCi/y)
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:T3111.L___. (cont.)

• ....... Parameter Description _ ,,,, Parameter Value o,,.r,,,,Sett!ng

, Surface Water Transport

Average river flow rate (fta/sec) 1.5E+OZ
- Nixtng ratio (dimensionless) 1.0E+O0

Reconcentration ratio (dimensionless) 1.0E+O0

External Exposure

Hours of exposure to ground contamination 4.4E+03
Irrigation rate (L/m2-mo) 1.5E+02
Irrigation duration (mo/yr) 6.0E+O0
Hours of exposure from swimming 1.0E+01
Hours of exposure from shoreline activities 1.7E+01

Ortnking Water and Aquatic FoodIngestion

Drinking water consumptionrate (L/yr) 7.3E+02
Fish consumption(kg/yr) 4.0E-01

Terrestrial and Animal FoodIngestion GRC_'ING CONSUMPTION
TIME YIELD RATE

FoodType: d kg/# kg/yr

Leafy Vegetables 90.0 1.5 1.5E+01
Other Vegetables 90.0 4.0 2.8E+02
Eggs 90.0 0.8 2.0E+01
Mtlk (Cow) 30.0 1.3 2.3E+02
Beef 90.0 0.8 4.0E+01
Pork 90.0 0.8 4.0E+01
Poultry 90.0 0.8 8.5E+00

Irrigation Source: 2
1-groundwater
2-surface water

,¢
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